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few
torches were lit. and then I saw that
we were indeed a good hundred strong
and of the party were that old graybeard who had played Maid Marion on
Mav day and many of the morris dancere and those lusty lads and lasses,
and they had been ftt the cider th
time as at the other, but all had their
wits at their service.
Not a light was in Major Beverly β

ïl"'i

ι.·

a

>

sur

in

some

me

stave

would l.ave sworn they
--11 :·?> .i j) οι* uead. Hut Captain
culled a halt and divided us
.'> r tills sud lilt· like a company ot
v.
and to work We went ou the
·_ι ι·,: ι tolmccu tie-ids.
I trow it seemed a shame, as it ever
doe·., to invoke that terrible forcé of
the world which m.tu controls, whether
",0
to Ills liberty or 1.1» ·!«'<"
:·*

Vs'

question. ..ml l.rlnsr dertrnotlon upon

•ill ti.: t fair Inflorescence of life. But
death and destruction are
,bc means to life and hmuoi a My.
Those great fields of Major Bobe
Beverly's lay before us in the full
moonlight, overlapping with the lustj
breadth of the new leaves gleaming
with silver dew, and upon them we
fell. We hacked and cut, we tore up
son,, limes

by the roots.

In a trice we were bedlam loosened
that is, the ruder part of us. Some of us
worked with 110 less fury, but still with
some sense of our own digulty as destrovers over destruction. But the rabble who had swelled our ranks were
all on tire with rage and wasted them
selves as well as the tobacco.
The}
ti,led the air with shouts and? wild
screams and peals of laughter.
fiercest Joy of the world, the Joy of

destruction, was upon them, and sure
It must have been one of the cbiefest
of the Joys of primitive man, for all
a second It was as If the centuries
of civilization and Christianity had
gone for naught and the great gulf
which lies back of us to the past had

In
b

One'bud "doubted

it not bad be seen
those old men tearing up the tobacco
plants, their mouths dribbling with a
slow mutter of curses, for tbe> 11

drunk much cider, and. being
none too well fed. It had more hold on
them than on some of the others, anil
to se$ the women lost to all sense ο
decency, with their petticoats g tded
on account of the dew striding
among the plants with high lings of
stalwart legs, then slashing ri^ht and
left with an uncertainty ot fury which
threatened not only themselves but
their neighbors as well as the toimcco.
and shrieking now and then, π gard
Down with
less of who might hear,

I
I

James-1
I
I

work."
All the time we talked we advanced
in our slashing swath up the field
and all the time that chorus of wild
laughter and shrieks of disloyalty kepi
time with tlie swash ut tlie knives, and
all the. tiuie ro.se Captain Jaynes
storm of fruitless cursus and com
mauds, and now and then the stinging
lash of his riding whip, and also Dicb
Barry's. As for Nick Barry, he laj
overcome with sleep on a heap of the
cut tobacco.
And all the time not α light shone la
any of Major Robert Beverly's windows, and the slave quarters were as
still as the tomb.
The store of ammunition in the tomb
had been secretly removed and portioned out to the plant cutters at nightfull.
It was no slight task for even α hundred to cut such α wealth of tobacco
as Major Robert Beverly had planted,
work as fast as they might, and proceed over the fields in a fierce crawl
of destruction, like an army of locusts,
and finally they begun to wax impatient. And finally up rose that termagant, Mistress Longman, straightening her back with a spring as if It were
whalebone, showing us her face shameless with rage and stained green with
tobacco Juice and here and there red
with blood, for she had slashed ruthlessly. She flung back her coarse tangle of hair, threw up her arms with a
wild hurrahing motion and screamed
out in such a volume of shrillness that
she overcapped all the rest of the
tumult:
"To the stables, to the stables! Let
out Major Beverly's horses and let

them trample down the tobacco."

Then such a cry echoed her that I
trow It might have proceeded from a
thousand throats iustead of one hundred (Hid. and In spite of all that Cuptain Jaynes could do, seconded by
some few of us gentlemen who rallied
about him, but were helpless since we
Mistress Longman urging that
the tobacco be trampled down

tlCaptaln

tyranny and monarchy and the clearing of the fields for a new government
of equality and freedom."
But Sir Humphrey stared at me.
"Sure," he said, "it can do no more
than to force the king to see that his
colony hath grown from infancy to

manhood and hath an arm to !..■ respected. and compel him to repeal the
navigation act. What else, Harry?"
Then I, speaking again as if some
other moved my tongue, replied that
none could say what matter a little
tire kindlet.h, but those that came after
us might know the result of that which

that night begun.
Hut Sir Humphrey shook his head.
"If but Nat Bacon were alive!" he
sighed. "No leader have we, Harry.
Oh, Harry, if thou wert not a convict!
Captain Jaynes Is sure out of his element in defending the rights of the oppressed and should be on his own
quarter deck with his cutlass in hand
we

and his rapscallions around him, slaying and robbing, to be in full feather.
Naught can he do here. Lord, hear
those women shriek! Why did they let
women come hither, Harry? Sure Nick
Barry is in his cups. Not thus would
matters have been were Bacon alive.
The women would have been at home
In their beds, and no man in liquor at
work, for I trust not the militia. Would
Captain Bacon were alive, as he would
have been had he not been foully done
to death."
This he said believing, as did many,
that Bacon's death was due to treachery and not fever, nor, as many of his
enemies
affirmed, from overindulgence in strong spirits, and I must say
that I, remembering Bacon's greatness
of enthusiasm and fixedness of purpose, was of the same belief.
As he spoke I seemed to see that

dead hero as he would have looked in
midst with the moonlight shining
»n the stern whiteness of his face and
that look of high command in his eyes
And I
which none dared gainsay.
answered again and again, as with an
Impulse not my own, "And maybe Bacon in truth leads us still, if not by his
own chosen ways, to his own ends."
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sweet voice rang out:
••Down with the tobacco, gentlemen
of Virginia. ""<1 down with all tyranny.
Beuiembcr Nathaniel Bacon, remember
Nathaniel Bacon!"
Then we all caught up that last cry
of hers, and the air rang with ••Remember Nathaniel Bacon!"
But as soon as might be 1 rode close
enough to speak with Mary < avendlsh.
and Sir Humphrey was on the other
side, each with our Jealousy lost sight

erly's

anil not a noise from the slave quarters,
anil the fields were all in a pumice of
wasted plant life, ami we were about
to ko farther, when 1 heard again the
cry of the little eliild coming from a
1 trow they had
chamber window.
her some quieting potion or she

Then Sir Humphrey echoed me.
"The militia will be upon us present
ly," he shouted in her ear above tb<
din. "Ride home as fast as you may."
She looked from one to the other of
us and laughed gayly and shook her
head, and her golden curls flew to the

and no way there was of tutulest we dragged her from her
saddle.
Again I rode close and spoke so that
no one beside her could hear.
••(Jo home. I pray you. if you love

me," I said.

But she looked at me with a proud
defiance and such η spirit of a man
that I marveled at her.
"
'Tie no time to talk of love, sir," said
she. "When a people strike for liberty
they stop not for honey nor kisses."
Then she cried agaiu, "Remember
And again that
Nathaniel Bacon!"
wild shout echoed her silver voice.
But then I spoke again, catching her
bridle rein as I rode.
"Then go, if not because you love me.
because I love thee," I said close to her
her golden hair blowing
ear with

athwart my face.
"I obey not the man who loves me,
but the man who wods me. and that
you will not do because you hold youi
pride dearer than love," said she.
"Nay, because I hold thee dearer than
my love," said I.
"'Tis a false principle you act upon,
and love is before all else, even that

Nary shouting

"Remember Nathaniel Bacon!"

With all our efforts the mob could
not be persuaded to return Major Beverly's horses to his stables, which circumstance was afterward to the saving

cry

her Merry Roger, and by
her side, pulling vainly at her bridle,
her sister Catherine.

Cavendish

on

CHAPTER XVII.

ARY CAVEXDISII raised her
voice high until it seemed to

hie like a silver trumpet aud
cried out, with a wave of her
white arm to them all: "On to Laurel
Creek, I pray you! Oh. I pray you.
good people, on to Laurel Creek, and cut
down my tobacco for the sake of Virginia and the honor of the colony."
It needed but a puff of any wind of
human will to send that tiery mob leap-

ing lu a new direction. Straightway
they shouted with olle accord: "To

Laurel Creek, to Laurel Creek! Down
with the tobacco, down with the governor, down with the king! To Laurel
Creek!" and forged ahead, turning to
the left instead of the right as had

been ordered, and Mary was swept
along with them, and Catherine would
have been crushed had not a horseman, whom I did not recognize, caught
her up on the saddle with him with a
wonderful swing of a long, lithe arm
»nd then galloped after. And as for
myself and Captain Jaynes and Sir
Humphrey and others of the burgesses
whom I had best not call by name, we
went, too, since we might as well have

tried to hold the current of the James
river as that headlong company.
But as soon ns might be I shouted
out to Sir Humphrey above the din
that our tirst duty must be to save
Mary aud Catherine. And he answered
back in a hoarse shout, "Ob, for God's
the
styke, ride fast, Harry, for should
militia come what would happen to

them ?"
•
But 1 needed no urging. I know not
whom I rode down—I trust not auy,
but I know not. I got before them all

in some wise, Sir Humphrey following
close behind, and Ralph Drake also,
swearing that be knew not what possessed the jades to meddle in such
matters and shouting to the rabble to
stop, but he might as well have shoutAnd by that time
ed to the wind.
there were more than a hundred of us,
though whence they bad come I know

not

swore 'twas a jade lit to lead
army, then inquired what brought

Widow Tabifht Story

her thither and why women were in
the front in all our Virginian wars,
whether they wore white aprons or
not?
As he spoke Ralph Drake shouted
out with a great laugh that maybe
'twas for the purpose of mrrying the
men, and pointed, and there was one of
the black wenches bringing Nick Harry,
who else had fallen, upon Jier back to
the field. Then she set him down in
the tobacco and gave liiin a knife, and

he went to cutting, having Just enough
wit to do that for which his mind had
been headed, and naught else.
The η "|i took a fancy to that new
cry of .Mary Cavendish's, and every
now and lion the field rang with It.
•Remember Nathaniel I'ac >n! Remember Nathaniel Itaeon!" It had a curious
eflect. through starting in a distant
quarter, where some of the fiercest
of the workers were grouped, then
coining nearer and nearer, till the
whole field rang with that wide over-

spread of human voice, above the Juicy
slashing of the tobacco plants.

We had been at work some little time
when a tall woman in black on a black
horse came up at a steadj amble, her
horse being old. She dismounted near
me and her horse went to nibbling the
low hanging loughs of a locust nearby,
and the moon shone full on her face,
and I saw she was the Widow Tabitha
Story, with that curious patch on lier
Down to tlie tobacco she
forehead.
bent and went to work stitlly with unaccustomed hands to such work, and
then again rang that cry of "Remember
And when she
Nathaniel Bacon!"
heard that, up she reared herself, and
raised such a shrill response of "Remember Nathaniel Bacon!" in a high
Bobbing voice, as I never heard.
Ami utter mat ror

a

minute wit· ueiu

si***!)h*<I to fairly howl with that cry of
following, and memory for the dead
liero, always Madam Tabitha Story's
voice ill the lead, shrieking over it like
cat's.
"Lord. have mercy on us." said Par"She will
son I (owns at my elbow.
bave all England upon us, and where-

had broken silence before.

little child frantic with terror.
Then they were for going to another
large plantation belonging to one Richard Forster, who had gone in Ralph
Drake's party, when all of a sudden the
horses of us who were leading swerved
aside, ami there was Mistress Mary

an

ι

given

of his neck, since it was argued that
he would not have abetted the using
of his tine stud in such wise, some of
the horses being recovered and some
being lamed and cut.
So out of the Beverly plantation we
swept, those on horseback at a gallop
and those on foot tramping after, and
above the tumult came that farthest
of the world—the cry of a
reaching

Jaynes

of In our concern for her.
"Child, thou must turn and go home."
I said, and 1 fear my voice lost it> firmness, for I u-ns half mad with admiration and love and apprehension for her

none,

îong

ν:

quhi;

hard gallop to Laurel Creek.
Laurel Creek was not a large plantation, but the fields of tobacco were wel'
Bet. and it was some task to cut them
in in torui the
Captain .jay»·:
ratters into ranks, but with no avail,
though he galloped back and forth,
shouting like a madman. Every man
set to work, for himself, and it was
again bedlum broke loose as at the
other plantation. Then, Indeed, for the
first time I saw Mary Cavendish shrink
a little, as if she were somewhat intimidated by the lire which she had
lighted, and she resisted not when Sir
Humphrey and her cousin Knlph and
I urged her into the house. And as she
entered there was Catherine, having
been brought thither by that stranger
And we shut
who had disappeared.
the door upon both women and then
felt freer in our minds. Captain Noel

at us over her shoulder with a brightness of triumph and withal something
of merriment, like a child successiul
In mischief, and laughed and waved
her hand in which, as I live, she held
a sword which had long graced the hall
at Drake Hill, and I believe she meditated cutting the tobacco herself.
Then a great cheer went up for her,
in which we. in spite of our misgiving·».
Joined. Something so wonderful and
Innocent there was in the fresh enthusiasm of the maid. Then again her

lug her,

and]

amazement.
And I, bringing down a great ring
of the green leaves, replied, and felt
as I spoke as if some other than I had
my tongue and my voice:
"Maybe In the end, before It hath
quite died out, to the destroying of

We seven gaining on
the burgesses.
the rabble, in spite of the fact that
many of them were mounted upon
Major Robert Beverly's best horses,
through their having less knowledge of
horsemanship, closed around Mary
Cavendish on Merry Roger, clearing
the ground with long galloping bounds,
and Catherine, with the strange horseman, was somewhat behind.
As we came up with Mary she looked

light at her spirit, and his bright eves
viewed her in such wise that I could
scarce keep my fingers from his throat
But Mary Cavendish would hear to

could not fire upon our coadjutors, that
mob swept into Beverly's stables, and
presently out leaped, plunging with
terror, all his tine thoroughbreds, the
mob riding them about the fields in
wild career. And one of the maddest
of the riders, sitting astride ami flogging her steed with a locust branch,
was Mistress Longman, while her husband vainly fled after her, beseeching
her to stop, and those around were
Jaynes rode hither
roaring with laughter.
thither striving to keep the mob In
Then some must let out the major's
order and enjoining silence upon them, hogs, and they came rooting and tumhi.
with
out
and now and then lashing
And
bling with unwieldy gambols.
riding whip, but he had set forces with this wild troop of animals, and
In motion which he could not stop. I Ire the mob shrieking in a frenzy of deand flood and wind and the passions light, and now and then a woman in
of rneu, whether for love or rage, are terror before the onslaught of a gallopbevond the leading of them who invoke ing horse, and now and then a whole
them, being the instruments of the group of cutters overset by α charging
gods.
1 hog, and up and after him, and slaying
CM Γ liuuipiu cj il uc, η nu » iia ucoiuc
him, and his squeals of agoey—verily I
whisme. slashing away at the plants,
had preferred a battlefield of a different
pered. "My God, Harry, how far will sort.
this lire which we have kindled
Aud all this time .Major Robert Bevspread V" but not in fear so much as
house stood still In the moonlight,

■yj'.'j

a

Sir Humphrey Ilyde, Kalph Drake,
Tareon Downs, in such guise for a pareon that no one would have known
him, booted and spurred and riding
harder than any by virtue of his best
horse in the colony, myself and two of

with her whip and he bounded ahead,
and we had all we could do to keep
Then Parson
pace, he being fresh.
Downs pelted to her side and besought
her to turn, and so did Captain Jaynes.
though he was half laughing with de-

cut a finger, but went on
with blood flowing, and their bait' begun to fly loose, .and they smeared the
faces with their cut bauds, and as foi
the two black women, they pounced
upon those green plants with tierce
swashes of their gleaming knives and
though they could have sensed little
about the true reason for it all. worked
with a fury of savagery which needed
no motive only Its tirst impetus of mo-

·." .:M she. Th« η si e gave
fciaiuv .il my la to. :;o eitse tc
her» In tlio mldft of tlmt hurrying
throng. unci her blue eyes gleamed Into
mine. and she said. with η bright blush
ever her < hee.is and forehead and neck,
but proudly as if she defied even bet
maiden shame in the cause of love,
But thoa .-liait yet know one, Ilarry."
Then, ns if she had snld too mucb,
she pulled her bridle loose from my
detaining band with a quick Jerk and
touched her horse, η ml we were ou that

We gentlemen
together In some
wise and gradually gained on Mury,
who had had the start, and there were
some seven of us—one of the Barrys,

wind, and she touched Merry Roger

thOften8oue
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I That's the complaint of those who
I are so unfortunate as to be afflicted
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worn-1 They can't.
I The source of the trouble is in the
I blood—nyikc that pure and this scalI ing, burning, itching skin disease will
I disappear.
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I bottle of Hood's Sarsnparbla. In two days
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Harry," Sir Humpbrej
"Truly,
agreed, "lind it not been for Bacon, 1
doubt if we bad been at tbis nlght'i ι
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Major Beverly's plantation

engine. The engine is used for sawing
wood, thrashing grain and cutting silage.
Much work has been done for neighbors
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the upland pasture. To do this it was consumed, and at the same time will was a woman.
u r .ny grand.. ...
to take up a five year rotation; produce a product in pork that cannot
"It please*
arranged
Plombing. Steam and Hot
her household
and to include the pasture in this rota- be excelled. A roomy, light and warm mother, tli.a ο::ι·
tion. This rotation was and has remain- place in winter and a pasture with mov- should go forth on uny errand of mysHeating.
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Pasture, hoed crops, able sheds for summer make the best
ed as follows:
tery at such a time as this, when whisMAINE.
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through the year. If the pasture is not pers
she replied. "Master Wing- stand uot, and that seem to savor of
farm has had seven acres in pasture, available, the pen can be used instead, rection,"
in the name
W* RKiHT A WHEELER.
seven acres in hoed crops, seven acres in but by all means avoid the filth and fleld, I demand to know,
something outside the tlesh, have aloats and fourteen acres in grass each «tench of the manure pile. The matter of my Grandmother Cavendish, the ways rather aroused me to rage as of
at Law.
year. Λ portion of the section devoted at breed is of secondary importance, purpose of your riding forth in such one who was approached by other than
Attorneys and Counsellors
to hoed crops has been used for a suc- unless the raising of pigs for sale is to fashion."
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
the given rules of warfare rather than
These have be made a feature of the business. If
cession of soiling crops.
"And that, madam, I refuse to tell fear.
Alton C. Wheeler.
I have always argued that an
James S. Wright.
been grown, as far as possible, near the it is, the breed selected should be the
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apparition should attack only his own
and are cut and fed there, thus one best adapted to the locality and with you,"
pasture,
"You presume too greatly on your kind and hath no right to leave bis
NOTICE.
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saving quite an amount of labor.
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for
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> utti Paris, Nov. M, 1ϋ04.
with eighty-live acres in use, only fifteen mits will be still more satisfactory. We your
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safety
you
rears, with the fifty acre pasture out of pork as produced at The Pines, but
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In the matter of
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fore could not the women have kept
of this stew?"
With that he went over to the widow
ind strove to quiet her. hut she
jnly shrieked with more fury, with
Mistresses l.ongman and Allgood to aid
lier, and then—came in a mad rush
sut

upon lis of horse and foot, the militia,
inder Captain Robert Waller.
which may harm it, anil thou k no west
not the heart <>f a woman if tho'i «tost

RUTS
The walking sick, what
^ crowd of them there are:
Persons who are thin and
weak but not sick enough
to go to bed.
"
that's
Chronic cases
what the doctors call them,
which in common English
means—long sickness.
To stop the continued
loss of flesh they need
Scott's Emulsion. For the
feeling of weakness they
need Scott's Emulsion.
It makes new flesh and
gives new life to the weak
"

system.

Scott's Emulsion gets
thin and weak persons out
of the rut. It makes new,
rich blood, strengthens the
nerves and gives appetite
for ordinary food.
Scott's Emulsion can be
taken as long as sickness
lasts and do good all the
time.
There's new strength
and flesh in every dose.
We will be glad
to send you a few
doses free.
Be tare that this picture in
the form of a label ti on the
wrapper of every bottle of
Emiution you buy.

SCOTT & BOWNE,

Chemists,

409 Pearl St., Ν. Y.
50c. and $11 all drufgUU.

[το

aa

connues)·)

ICuny Trala For Dluniondn.
There are various effective methods
jf testing the genuineness of diamonds.
Cover the stone "with a little borax
heating it in the tlatnc of α

paste,
lamp burning spirits of wine an 1 then
throw it in a glass of cold water. If

the stone is iyi Imitation It will break
Into a thousand pieces, while the trut
liamoud will remain intact.
Ou a diamond which has been well
cleaned and carefully dried let fall one
Jrop of water. Touch this drop of waIf the
ter with the point of a needle.
stone is false the water will spread
jr disperse, while with the real stone
the drop of water will retain Its spher-

ical form.
T!ir«.w the stone you wish to "detect"
Into a glass of water. Λ diam >nd Is
perfectly distinct, whereas the imitation mingles with the hue of the water
In such a way as to be almost invisible. Fluorhydrlc ncld h:·< no action on
ι real diamond, but dissolves imita-

tions.—Jewelers' Circular-Weekl.v.
A Forent Storehoum·.

John Mutr, the naturalist, while In a
forest of huge redwoods In California,
:ame across η man who was lie: ling a
jand of horses. When Mr. Muir asked
I he might have some Hour the man
laid: "Yes. of course; you may have

I've got. Just take my track,
ind It will lead you to my camp in α
jig hollow log on the side of a meadow
I'll be
;wo or three miles from here.
In the meantime
jack before night.
nake yourself at home." By the mldlle of the afternou Mr. Muir had dlsXivered "his noble den In a fallen sejuoia hollowed by tire, a spacious log
(louse of one log. carbon lined, centuries old. yet sweet and fresh, weather proof, earthquake proof, likely to
lutlast the most durable stone castle."

inythlng

Naming

a

Tow·,

decided that a
needed at the settlement
now known as Broken Bow the child
of one of the settlers brought In from
tile playground the shoulder blade of ft
buffalo which contained Imbedded In It

8hortly after It

poftotflce

was

was

Indian arrowhead.
The father of the boy went from curiosity to examine the ground where
the bone was found, and near the spot
he found an Indian bow, such as they
used In hunting buffalo, with one end
broken off so as to render It useless.
This Incident suggested the name of
Broken Bow for the postotflce. and the
department accepted the name with
compliments.—Nebraska State Journal.
an
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AT WOOD

A

Bitter· h4

FORBES.

Proprietor*.

tiaosei M. atwoou.

a. E. Fukbu.

Tmu :—#1J0 a year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise #2.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cents.
Adtiitiiuîmut· :
All local advertisements
are given three conscctlve Insertion· for $1.90
inch
In
of
column. Special contracte
per
length
made with local, tramaient and yearly advert!·—

en.

Jo· PtBTLie —New type, fut pre—ee. Mean
power, experienced workmen and low prteee
combine to make thl· department of our busine·· complete and popular.

Contins Events.
range. South Pari·.

Dec. β.—Oxford Pomona
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Need Heavy Clothing?
Special Sale of Dollies.
Tne Cottage Studio.
N. Davton Bolster A Co.

Médaillon».
Astray.

Durham Bull.

Appolntmeut of

Adndnlstrator.

week*' Break up a Cold Tablet·.
Transportation of Γ up lie.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Men's

rur

Coals.

Let'» Think about It.
The tire which wrecked the Wesibrook
House on the night of Nov. liUh
was different from any before reported,
and points out a source of danger which
it is well to consider seriously. An
audience of about 200 were in the hall—
which was on the second door of the
building—in attendance on a moving
picture show. The machine was naturally set up in the rear of the hall, directly
in front of the entrance. During the exhibition a bliftt was started in the
machine by some defect in the electrical
apparatus, aud the celluloid tilm carrying the pictures caught fire. Several
thousand feet of this celluloid ribbon are
used for a full evening's entertainment,
and, as every one knows, it is fiercely inflammable. In a few seconds such a
blaze was raging as to be entirely beyond
control, and as it was in front of the entrance, exit by that way was impossible.
Fortunately there was a stage entrance
of good capacity, and by the energetic
efforts of the corps of ushers, this was
opened, and the people in the comparatively small audience were directed to it,
and got out safely without serious panic.
The affair sho.ldlead us to consider
whether any of fir public halls would
in case of a similar
become fatal tra
accident. IIow many assembly rooms
have we in our country towns, on the
second door, where, in case of exit being
cut off at the entrance end, a safe exit
for an audience would" be afforded by
stairways at the other end of the building? There are certainly some halls
where the cutting off of the main entrance would compel the audience to
leave by a narrow stairway, and some
even where the only means of escape
would be the good and sufficient fire

Opera

escape

required by law—generally

sisting of

wire

a

ladder,

very
of

discharging a stream
and impracticable for more

best in

conslow at

or

people,

less of

those slightly infirm people to be found
in an ordinary audience.
It may be seriously questioned whether
people should be allowed to assemble in
any hall which is not provided with good
wide stairways at both ends of the build-

ing.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

where she will remain for the winter.
James Sturtevant of Dixtield has been
on a short visit here to his uncle, Fred
Sturtevant.
We regret to say that Mrs. Crane is in
very poor health this winter.
Ira Bearce has been sick again but at
presont writing is some better. Mr.
Bearce lu* been obliged to give up his
teaching in Concord, Mass., on account
of his health.
Mrs. Joseph Hibbs spent Thanksgiv-

It costs money, of course, to build ing day with her daughter.
Mrs. Bracy Bean, Mr. A. M. Richardhalls that way, or to remodel existing
buildings to make them perfectly safe, son and family and Mrs. S. P. Cushman
and the risk may be very slight, but no and son, Albion, took dinner at Fred
amount of money can repair the damage Cushman's.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Toothaker of
done by a fatal accident due to unsafe
conditions.
Phillips are spending Thanksgiving with
Mis. Toothaker's brother, Mr. H. L.
/naine new» hoim.

We have no report of other gatherings.
It was our pleasure to dice with Mr.
mill owner
of Corinna, was drowned in hie mill and Mrs. W. A. Bartlett. Although the
a lonely one to many, there
pond Monday while attempting to raise ilav hast been to
be thankful for.
is still much
the Rate at his dam.

Ireland,

Leslie F.

a

grain

Mason.
Harry I. Katen, conductor of Maine
Central freight train 2S, was killed at
Mr». Robert Cushing and Ralph rebethe Pittsfield station Wednesday by
turned home last Saturday, after a long
ing crushed to death between a car and visit in Nova Scotia.
a
was
Katen
Mr.
the freight platform.
George Westleigh is helping Douglas
native of Guilford where his relatives
Cushing in the woods.

now

reside.

James Uhlman has moved on to his

the four corners.
Henry McCormick is held in Lewiston place at
Jack McKenzie has moved into the
on the charge of shooting John Riléy, a
farm hand, with a revolver, on Sunday, Charles Brown house.
Jim Swain is doing chores for Ed
the :!Oth. It was stated by McCormick
that it was an accident, but after Riley Uhlman.
Mrs. £d Uhlman is sick at this writing.
had recovered consciousness be said that

McCormick deliberately shot him.
may recover.

Hiley

East Bethel.

passed very quietly
here.
Miss Jennie Swan spent the past week
with relatives in South Paris.
Mr. P. Swan from Paris is visiting at
ington (formerly Columbian) University J. H. Swan's.
at Washingtou, D. C. lie will take up
Mr. C. C. Kimball has gone to Berlin,
the duties of the new position this win- V. II., where he has work for the winter.
ter, and will have charge of the projectMiss Josie Rich from Auburn is stayed reorganization of the department of ing with her aunt, Mrs. J. L. Holt.
economics at the Washington university.
C. M. Kimball has recently had a
Mrs. Hermine Caron of Brunswick, new telephone put in his house.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bean visited Ber70 years of age and the mother of ten
children, was ground to death under a lin, Ν. II., last week.
trolley car Monday evening. Mrs. Caron
Bryant's Pond.
on a friend near Harhad been
Dr. C. W. A. Veditz,
professor
history and economics at Bates College,
has just accepted an appointment as
professor of economics in George Washnow

calling
ding's station, four miles
Hearing a car approaching,

of

from town.
she hurried
out of the house and ran toward the
street. The car, in charge of Motorman
Fred Sails, was an unusually heavy one,
used for carrying ice, and just as the
forwaid part of the vehicle passed Mrs.
Caron, her feet slipped on tbe icy pavement, and more than half of her body
was carried under the car directly between the first and second sets of trucks.
Before the car could be brought to a
standstill, tbe rear truck passed over the
prostrate body and cut it in two.
Here and There.

MM

BackfMd.

Day Id Harum outdone. I listened reTHE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN AU cently to a series of horse trades, which
were a little ahead of "David and the
8ECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
deakin's." As there appears no "deakin" among the victims it might not tit
Parte HUL
the boards as well. I relate it as it was
rtnt Baptist Church, Rev. K. O. Taylor, paator told to me, but later I learn I have but
Preaching every Sunday at 10.-40 A. M. Sunday a tithe of the
story.
School at 12 M.
Sabbath Evening Service at
Warren is quite a man to shift the
7J0 r. H. Y. P. 8. C. B. Tueeday evening
A).
Cove
at
7
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening
equine species, consequently a jockey
nant Meeting the last Friday before the In
as jockeys will, aud after preAU not appears,
Sunday of the month at 2 30 p. H.
liminaries were gone through with, then
otherwise connected are cordially invited.
Unlvereallei Church, Se v. J. H. Mttte, Paator. came the usual question in horse lore,
Preaching Mrvlce every Sunday at 10 :45 A. ■. "How will
you shift them?" Well, they
Sunday school at 11:45 À. M.
shifted. Something happened and he
Miss Una P. Taylor is spending the shifted with his son-in-law, Walter, who
is an adept in the business. Walter
present week with friends in Bath.
Alfred M. Daniels and Newton Cum- disposed of the animal in Boeton.
Not long after, Walter was coming
mings are in Grafton on a deer hunt.
Perley B. Ryerson and bride are visit- from down cpuntry in the evening, met
ing his parents, Frank C. Ryerson and a man and traded horses. Stopping
with his father-in-law, Warren, in the
wife.
Elmer W. Cummings was at home morning, in looking over the property,
from the University of Maine for the "Why," says Warren, "this is the kicker
that we had." Perhaps the reader may
Thanksgiving recess.
News has been received of the birth of be acquainted with the sensations such a
a daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Bart Jacob, disclosure is liable to develop.
But something muet be done. Another
at New Rochelle, Ν. T., on the 21st.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob spent the summer trade was made. Soon after the man returned and sold the horse back to Walat Paris il ill.
The schools closed a very successful ter for $10. Mont gave Walter an old
Mont
term Friday, having been under the in- cow and $2.50 for the animal.
struction of Mr. A. W. Austin and Miss disposed of the same to Fred for a good
Fred rendered one high-heeled
Una P. Taylor. The closing exercises at cow.
Academy Hall Friday evening consisted entertainment, then presented the horse
of a play by the scholars of the grammar to Mont "free gratis for nothing" proschool entitled, "Deception," recitations viding he would close his eyes. Hence
and songs, and an artistic and very en- Mont has horse beef on hand and jockeys
tertaining presentation of Mother Goose breathe easier.
Mr. and Mrs. Κ. N. Prince closed their
Melodies with decidedly lively illustraThe house in BuckQeld, Nov. 2d. After a
tions by the primary scholars.
parts were rendered in a manner that three weeks' stay in New York they
would do credit to more experienced start for "West Palm Beach," Fla., inA song by little Miss Arlita tending to spend the winter there.
actors.
Yates was worthy of especial mention.
Thanksgiving day just passed was a
The Thanksgiving party at O. A. very quiet day; but few arrivals.
Luther Irish of Rumford Falls, Lewis
Thayer's, besides the immediate family,
consisted of Mrs. J. C. Marble, Mr. and of West Paris and Allen of Bath, sons of
Mrs. A. M. Thorne of Pittsburg, Pa., Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Irish, were at home.
C. H. Prince and wife spent ThanksMr. and Mrs. John Pierce and Miss
giving with their children in Waterville.
Mary Pierce.
J. F. and Mrs. Packard visited a
William £. Atwood and Lawrence McFarland of Portland, Hebron Academy daughter at Fairfield.
G. W. Heath and wife of West Sumner
students, were guests at George M.
were guests of their daughter, Mrs. T.
Atwood's Thanksgiving.
Mrs. Cullen L. Carter closed ber house H. Lunt.
Α. 'Γ. Cole and. wife entertained Dr.
here last week and went to Bethel to be
Caldwell's faiuily, Col. Bradbury and
with her sister, Mrs. Wiley, fora time.
of
others.
Mrs. Jacksou entertained a number
Dr. Ileald and family were entertained
friends at a very pleasant Flinch party
and five o'clock tea, Tuesday afternoon. by his parents at North Buckfield.
Lucius Record of North Buckfield is
The Thanksgiving guests at II. P.
David
Hammond's were Mr. and Mrs. Thomas very ill at his sister's, Mrs.
P. Jackson of Brownton, Minn., Mr. Record's.
The Mt. Mica Telephone Co. has retwo
Jackson and
and
Mrs.
Fred
children, George A. Jackson and daugh- cently elected the following officers:
President—C. S. ChlMe.
ter, Will S. Jackson. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Clerk—Joshua Colby.
F. Shaw and son. The party included all
Treasurer—Scott BrhcK*.
of Mrs. Hammond's brothers except
Director»—0. S. ChlMs, F roil Copper, Q. C.
Eugene Jackson of Brownton; Minn.
Kiyal, S. M. Bonueyami Scott Brtgge.
Lineman—Victor Season.
Jessie Jackson spent Thanksgiving
Surveyor—Ellsworth Tnayer.
week with her cousin, Faustina HamThis line was restored to working order
mond.
Master Roy Hammond was very sick the day following the storm.
A great display of legal talent Wedlast week but is reported a little better
nesday was gathered here. Augustus
now.
Jarvis M. Thayer is going into the Spaulding vs. Carl Heald—damage to
business of breeding fancy sheep. Sev- crops by sheep. Heald vs. Spaulding,
eral good specimens have already ar- over lines. Three days were occupied
running lines and trying the cases. Rerived and more are expected.
ferred to Kimball of Norway and Gray
of South Paris. Wright <& Wheeler for
Hebron.
Mrs. C. II. George is spending a week Spaulding. John P. Swasey for Heald.
in Auburn with Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Decision reserved. (Probably both licked, is our decision.)
Gurney.
Mr. Wm. Record and wife, aged peoMrs. J. D. Sturtevant is in Dixfield

Thanksgiving

Dr. and Mrs. R. W. Bucknam of Portlaud are visiting Mrs. Bucknam's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Dudley. They
are to start soon for southern California,
and spend the winter there, returning to
Portland in the spring.
Verne and Norman McAllister from
Kurt Williams are visiting their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Cole.
Miss Florence Day and a lady friend
arrived at Miss Day's home Thursday
afternoon.
Dr. Rollins was in town Thanksgiving

day.

Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Bowker of Portland, Miss Essie Bowker, Percy Bowker
and Edward Stanley of Bethel were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Bowker

The football season is over, but its
effects still linger in the newspaper offi- Thanksgiving Day.
Percy Bowker returned to Waketield
ces.
Most of the papers speak of the
linemen who are repairing the telephone Saturday morning.
The fall term of high school closed
and telegraph systems as "linesmen."
Wednesday afternoon. Esther Tuttle of
Buckfield taught a very successful term.
The record of mistaken-for-a-deer After a vacation of two weeks the wincases in Maine during the present hunt- ter term will commence.
The primary school commenced its
ing season is bad enough at best, but as
published it is made worse than tbe winter session Monday morning, Miss
reality by an error. The list as publish- Walker teacher.
ed gives four fatal cases, one being the
Archie Felt is able to be out, and is
shooting of Edward Cobb by Alexander mostly recovered from his sickness.
A very pleasant meeting was held
Bergeron, "near Bemis," on the 22d of
October. The Bemis near which this Monday evening by Jefferson Chapter,
accident occurred was Bemis, X. H.
Ο. E. S., Mrs. Jesse Libby, Deputy Past
Matron, being present to inspect the
work which was exemplified. At the
That is a remarkable engine which has
close of the meeting the tables were
been designed for the Southern Pacific
spread, and a banquet enjoyed by all.
Railroad, according to current report. Social
intercourse and singing closed the
It is capable of making 100 to 120 miles
an hour, and is "tireless, smokeless and meeting.
waterless." Its power 'is obtained from
North Albany.
a dynamo fed by an engine run by a
The exhibition at the Songo school
combination of compressed air power and
fuel oil power." It will carry fuel for house Monday evening, the 21st, was a
Three dollars was
3,000 miles, and theoretically can be run decided success.
that distance without stopping. Now taken at the door and three more was
a
from
guessing contest on a cake
wouldn't that make you laugh? What added
do you suppose the man who put and putting the same up at auction,
that
of statements knows making a sufficient sum to purchase a

ple, are quite poorly.
Friday evening, Buckfield Grange

Mr. Fred P. Chandler And family of
South Parle spent Sunday with Mrs.

Chandler's parents.

Tuesday morning the venerable Dr.
Wiley passed away at his
Wiley had reaohed the advanced age of ninety-seven years. For
generations he has been the friend and
trusted physician of a host of families
in Bethel and neighboring towns. He
leaves one daughter, Mae Wiley, and
one son, Goodwin R. Wiley,
besides
several grandchildren. Funeral services
were held at his late home Friday afterRobert Θ.
home. Dr.

noon.

closed the fall term
vacation until Dec. IS.
Many families entertained friends at
Thanksgiving and many spent the day
with friends out of town.
Mrs. C. Bisbee went to Boston to
spend Thanksgiving with her daughter
Helen, who is there studying oratory.
A union Thanksgiving service was
held in the Congregational church.
Rev. C. N. Gleason preached a stirring
The academy
Wednesday for a

discourse.

Dr. and Mrs. F. I. Brown of South
Portland spent Thanksgiving with Mrs.
Brown's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
Phi I brook.
Mr. Harry Mason, who has been at
home the last few weeks caring for his
father, will return to Portland next

week.

Miss Ethel Richardson is epending
her vacation with friends in Norway and
Portland.
Mr. J. U. Purington was in Norway

Friday

on

businese.

£. C. Park, Esq., and family, and Mr.
aud Mrs. Eben Kilborn spent Thanksgiviug in South Paris with Mr. and Mrs.
S. Porter Stearns.
The "3owdoin boys" spent Thanksgiving at home with their friends.
A Thanksgiving bail was given under
the auspices of the Bethel Athletic
Association.
It was well patronized
and an enjoyable occasion.
The lumbermen have begun work in
earnest.
Large contracts have been
taken and the crews are already at work.
Wednesday the community was saddened to learn of the death of Mrs.
Charles Swan of Swan's Corner. Only
a week before she was here caring for
her mother, Mrs. Barker, whose death
occurred last week. The husband and
little.son have the deepest sympathy of
the community, as do the brothers,
Mr. Frank and John Barker, and the
sister, Mrs. Demerritt.

Greenwood.

continue far into December.
No sleighing at present, although the
ulu'iing the first part of the week was
more than an average.
Will Farr killed
a deer and Elmer Cole killed two on the
same day; about the same time Daniel

Bryant butchered a spring pig weighing
just 300 pounds. There are several more
in tliu neighborhood to share the same
fate in the near future.
Rather a pretty sight was the conjunction of the moon and Jupiter last
Saturday night, apparently only a short
step apart; literally rather farther than

that.

Jesse Daniel informs ub that Mrs. St.
John proves to be a first class housekeeper. He says that like President
Roosevelt she knows how to do a thing
and does it.
Gossip has it that a certain young
couple are to be joined in matrimony
during the day or evening. Further reported and names given when known to
be a fact.
Mr. Estes and wife had their reception
at her father's, Clinton Cole's, last Saturday evening. A good turnout, time
and treat first class.
Our callers during the past week were

met
at their rooms for the purpose of initiatM.
and
After
W.
members
supper.
ing
Parsons opened the meeting, he passed
the gavel over to R. D. Leavitt of Turner,
past master of Turner Grange, and chairman of the executive committee of the
State Grange, who conducted the work
in a very pleasing manner. About 75
whom were
some of
were present,
visitors. After work was completed Mr.
Leavitt was called upon, and he gave a
very instructive talk on grange work,
and the benefits already derived, from an
individual, state and national stand- nonicu lmiuuuuiu niiu v^umuy reruaiu
point. Π. D. Irish of Turner Grange of Woodstock, Davie Curtis and eon of
made a few remarks. C. H. Prince of West Tarie, and Wilber Yates and wife.
Mountain Grange was booked for a
Potatoes are rotting badly in the celspeech, but having just returned from a lar. and the same is true of apples,
Thanksgiving feast at Waterville the while the market ie growing lower inaroma of coffee and beans rather dis- stead of higher.
How long will men continue to shoot
A pantomime farce, "Wanted, a wife," each other by mistaking them for deer?
was acted from the stage, followed by a One of the most deplorable cases of that
Then kind comes from Minnesota, where a
reading by Mrs. Belle Nnlty.
all follies—baked father shot his own son, putting two
came the sum of
beans, coffee, "et cetera, etc.," then go bullet* through his body, but found out
home and sleep if you can.
his mistake when he went to the spot
Chas. P. Hatch and wife left for their and saw what he had done.
home in New York Thursday.
A letter from Mrs. Jennie Howe of
West Minot informs us that her parents,
East Sumner.
John A. Page and wife, had a reunion,
The annual meeting of the Sumner all the children and grandchildren being
Soldiers Veteran Association was held present, and the first in twenty years.
in the Congregational church on Satur- The family group was photographed
day the 19th inst, and was well attended and if they don't send us a copy of it
and interesting. J. K. Packard presid- they never will hear the last of it.
and the following officers were
ed
Mr. Page started with his daughter.
chosen:
Mrs. Andrews, for her home in Washington, Wednesday morning; and by the
President—Capt· C. H. Prince.
Vlce-Prcti.—Geo H. Barrows.
time he gets there he will get some idea
Sec. ami Treae.—Sharon Robinson.
of the size of Uncle Sam's farm.
Frank J. Brown, L. B. Ileald, Geo. H.
Barrows were chosen a committee to
North Paris.
arrange for the next annual meeting
Miss Inez Swift finished a successful
which will be held at West Sumner on
term of school in the Tuell District,
the last Wednesday in August, ΙίΚΙό.
This is the second term
Xov. 18th.
The meeting in the afternoon was of
Miss Swift in this district*
the "campfire" order and short speeches taught by
The following scholars were not absent
from comrades with .good music from a
a day for the term:—Iona Littlehale,
local choir under direction of S. C.
Wilma, Edith and Lorenzo Littlehale,
Ileald, and graphophone selections by Alfred
Andrews, Ora Field, Keith Field,
A. S. Robinson made it interesting.
Doris
Doris Field and May £lwell.
Capt. Prince and J. F. Packard of Buck- Field, six
years old, did not miss a word
field and K. A. Barrows of Canton were
in spelling for the term. The scholars
present and spoke with much interest made the teacher a
present of a photoand added much to the success of the
graph album as a token of their love and
meeting. This was the fourth meeting friendship.
of the association, and while it is made
West Paris Grange had an all day
up mainly of Sumner soldiers still it
Nov. 12th. The tiret and second
takes in some from Buckfield, Hartford meeting
were conferred on one candidate
and Canton. In fact, any old soldier is degrees
There was a good
in the afternoon.
eligible. A bounteous free dinner is musical
programme consisting of music
the
served
on
these
occasions
by
always
the choir and selections on the phonoloyal ladies of the vicinity and any in- by
F. L. Wyman. An excellent
vitation to assist always ûnds a ready graph by
dinner was served, a good attendance
and willing response. In Old Sumner
and a good time.
the ladies are loyal and true as well as
her citizens generally. A meeting of
the soldiers never fails to bring them
A large party spent Thanksgiving Day
The brothers
out.
at W. 6. Hammond's.
and sisters with their sons and daughten
wore invited to spend the day at their
East Brownfield.

with her parents.
Our teacher, Miss Bean, spent ThanksIn a startling article on "The Increase giving at her home at Hunt's Corner.
of Lawlessness in the United Stated,"
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Colton and little
S. S. McClure, in McClure's Magazine for daughter returned to their home in New
December, shows that the percentage of Hampshire, Monday.
murders in this country is larger than in
Charles Kimball and Arnold Brown
any other civilized nation except Russia. ▼isited at G rover Hill, Saturday.
Facing this problem of prevailing lawlessness, he writes: "It is easy to generWest Brownfleld.
alize and to turn your back and say, Ί
Mr. and Mrs. Wirt Eaton called on Mr.
am an optimist/ or, 'after all, this is the
But a man and Mrs. F. R. Bailey Sunday afternoon.
best country in the world.'
Miss May Cole is helping her aunt,
is not necessarily an optimist who, if his
bouse is on fire, refuses to look, and Mrs. Sarah Hansoom, for a few days.
Mr. Clinton Cole has bonght the store
says, Ί am an optimist, I don't believe
it's on fire after all.' Nor shonld we at West Brownfleld of A. G. Cram, for·
take all the credit for the enormous nat- merly the F. R. Bailey place.
Miss Hattie Hill of South Conway
natural wealth of this great new continent—this wealth of soil and forest and spent a day recently with Mrs. Clint
mine that this people inherited in a day. Cole.
We have been having some very cold
We hare the great task of digesting this
enormous wealth, of making a great and weather lately, hope we may have it
warmer for a while.
law-abiding people"

where the asphalt was under repairs.
A broad, deep dike had been cut for
the moment right across the road, and
to
only a small board had been put up
notify the public that repairs were being mnde. He succeeded In nearly stophis horse us he came to the place,

ping

but the animal was still very fidgety.
Not having α groom with him, he called
uut to a policeman standing· near nnd
ashed him to hold his horse while he
got down and came to its head. The
policeman, being one of the true PrusAgain the
sian type, never budged.
gentleman called to him. Still the man
Fortuuately no accitook no notice.
dent occurred, and the driver succeeded in turning his horse around and
drove home. He wrote a furious lettei
to the Lead of the police and in due
time recel veil a reply to the effect thai
having served in
'the said

Thtûl°.DJ ,th08e
a?,d

wa? ajarge
T]»,r!£
Thursday night, nearly 60

last week.
The W. R. C. met last

East Hebron.
Business is brisk, and all

Saturday.

are

engaged

in arranging for Thanksgiving, with the
old family circle gathered home once
Mr. John Boston, after a long sickness more in their accustomed seats around
died at the home of hie daughter a few the family board.
days ago. He has been cared for by the "The music of stream and of bird
town for a long time, and has been a Will come back wbeo winter la o'er,
Bat the voice tbat wae dearest to us shall be
heavy expense to the town.
heard
The Thanksgiving ball in Odd Fellows' In our desolate homes no more."
Hall was a success in every way. About
Kev. Mr. Kelley has decided not to
thirty couple attended. Music by the withdraw his resignation from this
Ingalls orchestra was up to date and church, although a request was made
hard to beat.
and signed by all the members of East
Mr. Fred Sanborn is still making apHebron church. He will leave the first
ple barrels.
of December, to the regret of his
The
entertainment
given by the
Christian Endeavor Society in Odd Fel- parishioners.
The sick do not gain this changeable
lows' Hall Wednesday evening was largeweather.
ly attended. Miss Walker of Fryeburg
Charles DeCosta and family passed
gave some of her readings which were
in Hartford with his
Thanksgiving
very fine. The harvest supper was also
Denmark.

Swan.

The affliction is a severe one fol-

lowing the death of her mother only one
week before, and leaving one d«ar little

toy

of 8 years without a

mother.

Her

husband and relatives have the sympathy
>f all

oved.

by

whom she was known and be-

Bear River

Grange

met and

enjoyed a
Thursday evening,

rhanksgiving supper
rhe Grange is in a prosperous condition.
Seven new names were presented (or
: nembership.
Fred Bailey cut bis foot very badly a
] !ew days ago. He gets about with the

Brownfield.
Ε. B. Bean is confined to the house by
sickness.
Wednesday afternoon Mr. James M.
Ricker of this village fell from the high
beams of his barn injuring him so
seriously that Ms recovery is doubtful.
Mrs. E. L. Fr.nk is visiting friends in
Portland and Boston.
It is said Prof. Bragg is to move into
He is
ane of Mrs. Julia Bean's rents.
to teach the winter term of the grammar

ichool.
The Brownfield Dramatio Club preThursday brought the usnal number
Bast to a crowd< if home gatherings.
George Wight and lented the drama Down Hall
Wednesday
rife from Lancaster, Mass., came to ed house in Memorial
<
riait his parents, Mr. and Mr·. W. B. jvening. Mnslc by Bennett's Orchestra,
to go toti
same
was
the
1
ken,
Wight, and Mr. and Mrs. Dai ley from kbout ISO
has
ι torham, Ν. H., visited at Walter Pos- irarde paying for the piano whioh
recently been purchased for the ball.
ι er's.
Mr. Mid Mrs. Fred Fitch from Sebago
Born, in Woodfords, Nov. 8, to the
irere guests at his brother's, Dr. Fltoh's.
a
y rile of Julian
ι kid

of crutches.

Farrar,

daughter.

policeman,
infantry and not in

cavalry regiment before he joined the force, could

an

The

just

The

who has to work out of dojrs in the winter

Our

heavy clothing.

stoies

are

MADRID, DUTCHESS and KNO-WkT Rain Proof
makei, $t 50, 2 00, 3.50, 2.75, 3 00.
HEAVY RUSSIAN and WOOL VESTS,
LINED CANVAS.

LAMB

CORDUROY

couples being

Refreshments of ice cream and
°<
bir the 'ο·*1

,Τ5ηίnot to sell
tbeJr
λ™I
decided
Grange

Learned clarinet. James Jordan trom-

their hall to

$3·οο.

CANVAS and LEATHER COATS,

$1

R.
woods cutting birch for bis mill.

is

Ryerson was well known,
in this vicinity all his life.
He was a native of Paris but in early
boyhood was adopted into the family of
"ΙιβΓβ he made it his home
until 187a, when be married Mrs. Mary
Alien. His wife died over a year ago
and since that time he has had no peralthough his adopted
daughter Lizzie has done what she could
to make him comfortable. The funeral
service was held at the Methodist chapel
trouble.

Mr.

having lived

i" ,η,ί?6'

SLt?®.'

1.50

00

50

2

2.00

Underwaar, Cap*

quickness

Come

Gloves,

We will

to us.·

4.00

3.00

Mr. Nelson.

A/MnVi

give

money's

you your

a

come
far we

ed.

Miss
fever.

position

as

fireman

McNally

on

the

Ericsson

Lillian

preached

Andrews

Haskell, a son.
Born, Nov. 20, to
Walker, a daughter.

!K:'.r!c Antoinette'· Milliner.

is

Orand Trunk

Antoinette, queen of France, paid particular attention was her milliner. Mile.
Bertin. When the queeu entered Paris in 1770 the milliner placed herself In
η balcony wKh thirty of her workwomen. and her majesty as she passed
This public
waved her hand to her.
The
distinction made her fortuue.

at the

sick with

milliner
acquired such importance
from her interviews with the queen
that she used In her shop the same
language the minister used concerning
the audiences he had with her royal
customer in the cabinet. When a fastidious woman could not be pleased
with the various caps presented to her
choice Mile. Bertin would observe,
"Show the lady some specimens of my
last cousultatlou with her majesty."

the wife of Frank

AWARDED TWO

Doubly

GOLD

Honored.

MEDALS

AT

THE

Liked One LetRed Wire·.
The in te Augustus Ilare telle of α
The Grand Trunk has been notified by one Jegged woman who became the
the Superior Jury of the World's Fair third wife of a prospérons widower.
that their exhibit in the Fish and Game One day while searching the closets
Building has been awarded two gold she came upon two cork legs, each la
medals.
These are given under two beled with the name of a different woclassifications in the fishing and hunting
In fear and rage she went
man.
groups.
the relatives of her husband
among
in
Fish
the
The Grand Trunk pavilion
her
and Game Building is one of the most asking questions. But they pacitled
admired in that department, and its by saying that both his ilrst and secartietic and unique conception has at- ond wives had also been obliged to
tracted marked attention. The exterior wear an artificial limb and that the
of the pavilion is constructed with an husband's married life In each case had
eye to architectural beauty, and is orna- been so happy that he had sworn nevmented with large photographic pictures
er to marry any but a one legged wo54 z.78 inches of scenes in the several
man.
summer resort districts and fishing and
hunting confines in Canada, surmounted
Bdocatioa.
by a series of some of the finest deer
Education Is not a certain amount of
and moose heads that were obtainable
from the Canadian forests. The interior raw knowledge which you have been

has

Redding) left for Auburn, Me., Nov. that have taken
place, and has received
21st, where they will make their home. the
following awards: —Diploma and
Mr. Bisbee bas employment there. We
medal, Paris, 1000; commemorative
are sorry to lose our young people but
iploma, Pan-American Exhibition, Bufare glad of their success, and many best
falo, 1901; commemorative diploma,
wishes follow them.
Art Exhibition,
Dr. E. J. Marston's father, mother Wolverhampton, Eng.,
silver medal, Eastern Townshipe
and brothers recently moved here from ΙΘ02;
Exhibition, 1003; diploma, Industrial
Brunswick.
1003; diploma,
Mr. Fred Packard of Auburn is visit- Exhibition, Toronto,
Fifth National Industrial Exhibition,
ing his brother, Mr. G. H. Packard, and
rokio, Japan, 1003; two gold medals,
family.
Universal Exposition, World's Fair, St.
Mrs. Tburza Crockett, Mrs. Minnie
Newell and Eula spent Thanksgiving Louis, Mo., 1001.
with the family of Mr. George West
DISASTROUS WRECKS.
Mr. Henry Young and wife spent the
day and ate "Thanksgiving goose11 with
Carelessness is responsible for many a
his daughter, Mrs. G. H. Packard, and ■ail
way wreck and the same causes are
family.
naking human wrecks of sufferers from
Mrs. Julia Maybew of North Buck- rbroat and
Lung trouble·. But since
field is visiting her niece, ifrs. Fannie :he advent of Dr.
King's New Discovery
Lothrop.
or Consumption,
Coughs and Colds,
Mr. Harry Crockett la at home for a iven the worst cases can be cured and
few days.
îopeless resignation is no longer necesMrs. May Chandler Pulsifer of Natick,
ary, Mrs. Lois Cragg of Dorchester,
Mass., is in town visiting her parents, ifass., is one of many whose life was
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Chandler.
aved by Dr. King's New Discovery,
Mrs. Cynthia Bisbee spent Thanksgiv- rhfe
great remedy is guaranteed for all
ing with Mrs. Hannah Bates.
rhroat and Lung diseases by F. A. ShurtThe Thanksgiving ball was largely at- eff A
Co., South Paris, West Paris,
which was excellent,

able to stow away. There are many
men full of facts who In a moment's
conversation show they are without an
education. True, education is the awakening of the mind to see and enjoy—It
Is giving it win>;s by which to mount
higher, see more clearly and enjoy
more

Genlna.

Ollead.
Hinckley and daughter of Rumford Falls are visiting in town.
Dr. Merrill and his nephew from Portland are camping out west of Twitchell
Brook.
Mr. Larrabee, the state depnty, P. of
H., will be with us here on Friday to
kttend Mountain View Grange, No. 437.
There will be a band ooncert at Hast-'
Inge1 Hotel up Wild River, Saturday evenIng. Gilead Cornet Band will officiate.
The Mountain Rills will hold a sale the
leoond week in December. Refreshmeats will be «erred. AU aie cordially
Invited.

'rice 60c. and I.L00.

Trial bottles free.

Pole under arrest for
ten stealing, hung himself in his cell at
he Portland polioe station Wednesday.
j Ie was an old offender in the line of in·
j oxlcation and petty larceny.

|

John Miller,

a

of

boy

genius."

yours

looks

like

At prices from $14 to $25.
We also have

ay 1 saw an ad. of your Eleotrlc Bitters
After takι nd determined to try that.
I ag a few doses I felt relieved, and soon
t hereafter was entirely cured, and have
r ot seen a sick day since.
Neighbors of ι
τ line have been cured of Rheumatism,
I feuralgia, Liver and Kidney troubles
This is what B.
a nd General Debility.'1
I Base of Fremont, N. C., writes. Only
δ 9c. atF. ▲. Shurtleff à Co., South

I arts, West Paris.

large

a

line of

Corduroy, Woolen and
$3.75 to $6.50.

Canvas Coats lined with Lanb's wool. Prices

Call and

them.

see

F. PLUMMER,

J.

Furnisher,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone 106*3.

Cottage Studio

The

Specials.

Ctiristmas

For $1.00 to $3.00 per dozen, come in and see them.
We are making the best photographs and for theue our prices
much less thin elsewhere in town or out of town—besides
have many inducements to ofier for your patronage, having ju>t added to our fine equipment three backgrounds, an
elegant large posing chair, a smaller chair and table decorated
in pyrography, that will make many fine poses possible.
are
we

We have

on

sale

more

than the usual

variety

of

Calendar*!,

Water < olor«, and llliie Print Article*.
overlook these in your search for gifts

Wood,

Burnt
Don'1

SPECIAL
One lot of Hats for $1.50
Come in and

see

these

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Bears the

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Tie Kind You Han Always Bought

—'

,/***

s,piôi°"

A Hot

Subject

We want to nay

a

a

!

word about

Herald Oak Stoves,
Herald Cooking Ranges,

"Well, I reckon he must be. He's got
most amazin' appetite, would ruther
sleep in the garret than on the first
door, walks in his sleep, tries to play
ι

Football with the stars an' climbs a
tree whenever he sees a bailiff comin'!"—Atlanta Constitution.

Cole's Heaters.

They are what you are looking for. They
COLE'S HEATfull money's worth.
ERS cost from $a.25 to $10, and contain
mere comfort for the money than anything
in sight.

Barred the Old Man.

are

Agent of Apartment House—I think
House
rou say you have no family.
Hunter—Only my husband and myself,
kly husband's father will live with us
>art of the time, but he's old and childsh, and— Agent—Childish? I'm sor7, madam, but I can't let you have

J. P. Richardson,

he rooms.—Chicago Tribune.

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Hellered.

"Ah!" she said, with a sigh of relief,
is the flames licked up the last bit of
ivhat had once been lier happy home,

'that old Bible with the date of my
| >irtb in it J s gone, anyway."—Chicago

[tccord-Hemld.

The Drawback.
The Elder Matron—You shouldn't
a
little. It
ι niud the baby crying
The Younger
ι trengthens his lungs.
; intron—Ob, no doubt, bat It weakens

j ils

father's religion

A Generoa·

c

j

Ladies'

Tit,

snuff?

Education Is only, like good culture,
t changes the size, bat not the sort—

1 leccher.

& Blaster may attract atten·
t Ion, but Quiet ft Quick accumulate tb·

Bray

| erslmmoM/—OocnmoiMr.

Specialty

-

_

j

Store.

UNDERWEAR !

OUTING
We have

a

line of NIGHT ROBES in both

complete

Ladies' and Children's.

PRICES 25 CENTS TO $1.25.
Also

a

nice line of outing

Kalurdny,

A'e have

a

large

petticoats,

L.
reltphonft 18-4

to

we

M.

$(.25. Every one bargains.
price.

L.UKTT,
136 Main

CASTORΙΑΜΜ-ΐΒϋ.

TbKWTwHniAlwwBHfll
\

âfiÛki

50c.

shall sell Children'· Coats at just half
3,
line to select from. Ask for the Green Stamps.

Dec.

•

1

-

COLD WEATHER IS HERE AND SO IS OUR

so.

Scotsman (to porter, who has been
NOT A SICK DAY SINCE.
after hla
"I was taken severely sick with kid- t bout twenty minutes looking
I tried all sorts of medl· 1 aggage)—Man, I conseeder ye've been
t ey trouble.
One ι erra obleegln'. Wull ye tak' a pinch
c ines, none of which relieved me.
c

Coats

Galloway

fully.

"That

{old

Mrs.

Bear and

WORLD'S FAIR, BT. LOUIS.

Grand

tended.
Music,
wu furnished by Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Bennett of Buckfield and Mr. George
Davee of South Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Doble of South
Paris spent Thanksgiving with friends
In our village.

nthnm

....

There was a concert and ball at Robinson Hall Wednesday evening.
Dr. A. L. Hersey went to Boston Wednesday to spend Thanksgiving with his
daughter, Miss H. E. Hersey.

Roy Herrick was the big drawing card.
When the treasure box was opened it
contained six dollars.
We understand that Will

wig.

Born, Nov. 13th, to the wife of W. B.

Report says that among the many

presents were two easy chairs, presented
with an appropriate speech by W. I.
Beckler in behalf of the grange. Roy
Herrick was present and gave a fine entertainment with the phonograph.
There was a family gathering at A. O.
Bean's Thanksgiving day. Four of the
five children were present with their
children. One son, Perry Α., who is in
college at Orono, was unable to be with
the others, which was much regretted.
F. I. Bean and daughter from Mason
were present, making 16 in all.
Hiss Nina Bean held an entertainment
Monday evening at the Songo school
house, the proceeds to go to buy a flag for
the school bouse.
The programme was
well arranged and finely executed, conof
sisting readings, dialogues, drama and
vocal music by the scholars, which was
finely rendered. The phonograph of

a

Mr.

Wombat, Black Martin,

was

resented in the popular embroidered
velvet hunting coat and, curiously
enough, wearing a man's powdered

Oxford.
Rev.

We have several grades to select from.
Among »hem are the

to.
In this way Mme. de Pompadour
rendered the sport easier to the ladles
The coat was
who preferred riding.
carriiil out in a bright colored cloth relieved with fancy galloon or embroideries. The most effective material however. was velvet in a variety of beauThis becoming fashion
tiful shades.
was still much in vogue during the
"reign" of Mme. I)u Barry. In a well
known portrait by Drouals she is rep

the cranberry bog of M. A. Charles.
Moses Smart has contracted to cut and
draw the pine timber on the lot near the
Sweden town line, owned by Mrs. A. H.
Preston
Walker and Harold Wood.
Charles will do a part of the job.
£. S. Ilatch and wife are visiting in
Boston.
Adelbert Stearns has taken quite a
logging job of D. W. True near the foot
of the Woodbury Hill in Sweden, and
with his teams and men will camp at the
house of P. C. Hartford.

Advent Chapel Sunday.
Stephen Jordan is very sick.

This cold, wintry weather
must suggest to you the need
of one of our nice Fur Coats
to keep you warm this winter

scrupulously followed by the ladies of the
court. No sooner had she set the example by wearing this becoming garment than the entire train of both
king and queen adopted this more practical form of dress In preference to the
Itowered silks and satins worn hither-

Linwood Sawyer and S. 6. Manson
and gone
have not each eliot a large deer last Monday near

more, and thus
heard of any trouble from over-eating of
chicken, pig and plum pud-ling.
There was a golden wedding gathering
Thanksgiving day, afternoon and evening, at the home of James Flint and
wife, it being the fiftieth anniversary of
their wedding day. Although the bride
and groom do not look quite as young
and beautiful as they did half a century
ago, their looks show that Father Time
has dealt kindly with them as they have
traveled together along life's journey
thus far, and we wish they may be
spared to see the day for their diamodd
wedding. There was a large gathering
of friends and neighbors present. Your
correspondent was not one of the fortunate number to be present, and so I shall
have to rely on others for information, so
if any errors appear I hope to be pardononce

''grande marquise,"

the

^e

Albany.

NORWAY,

Men's Fur Coats.

novation, like everything decreed by

few rooms in John Brock's house where Anson.
Mrs. Abby Charles and Ella Charles
housekeeping this
have gone to Massachusetts to spend the
winter with relatives, closing their house

Thanksgiving day has

worth

F. H. NOYES CO.,

Stkrtlnir a Style.
The long coat for women is said to
have been introduced by Mme. de Pompadour as the "correct" riding coat at
tlie time when she organized the royal
hunting parties at Versailles. This in-

Lovell.

bae 80 far recoverand his faraily went

Hose

Mittens,

a

—Nature.

Thanksgiving, with its family gather£θ
.
J? last
to w
ings and good cheer, has come and gone,
Winthrop
Friday.
W. W. Gardner has moved Into the marking another step in life. Quite a
house owned by Η. K. Moore, and re- large number met for dinner that day at
cently vacated by Mr. and Mrs. F A the vestry of the Christian church, about
70 being at the tables.
Young.
W. 0. Brown and wife are at North
Alden Day and family have moved into
a

6.00.

5.00

and All Frloo·,

IiOts of Κ1η<1·

Rabbits,
the earth with their feet, by the vibrations of which they communicate their
apprehensions to burron s very remote.

Monday, Nov. 21, conducted by Rev. their hay pressed.

on

$1.50 6.50
JACKETS.

SWEATERS and WESCUTS.

of sound too dlllicult for it to achieve.
Cats and djgs can hear the movements of their prey at Incredible distances. and that even In tlie midst of
noise which we would have thought
would have overpowered such effects.
when alarmed, forcibly strike

He

will start up when a sufficient quantity
in to keep the mill running.
Wm. Mitchell lias fitted the store
house once owned by Barnes & Co. into
a fine dwelling.
The many friends of Scott Poor were
made sad by the news of his sudden
death in Kansas. The particulars havo
not been learned as yet.
The stores are made attractive by the
fine display of Christmas goods.
Schools closed last week after a successful term of twelve weeks.
As winter approaches the farmers are
trying to weed out their surplus stock.
Hay is plenty in town and commands a
good price. Pressed hay sells from $12
to $14 per ton. The logging operations
near here call for a large quantity of
hay. Those who c»n spare have had

mined late cause of his decease was
kidney disease complicated with heart

00

know of no other Insect the tread ol

comes

the

4·00ι 5
to

PONTIAC SHIRTS, COATS acid CARDIGAN

Purchase the building bone, Floyd Searlee violin, Olney Bur- which is accompanied by sound, ex5 £byani!
L
the Masons. They at one gess bass, Clarence Hall piano. An
occupied
cept indeed tlie Ilea whose steps a woto do this, but the order of seventeen dances was success"»·. ful,y «Pccted
man assured me she always lipars
writings had not been done and as there fully carried out by the many couples.
and
The Farrington brothers have finished when it passes over lier nightcap,
was opposition from some of the memwere walking in
bers it was decided not to make the making cider. About 7,000 gallons was that it clacks as If it
made at their mill at East Andover. pattens!"
If we can suppose the ear
trade now.
Mr. Barton has his board and shingle to lie alive to such delicate vibrations,
Several deer have been brought in by
mill at East Andover nearly completed.
the hunters in this vicinity.
certainly there is nothing in tlie way
A. Grover has several crews in the
'■ ίη νβΓ* P°°r health.
C'rîr
attended by Dr. F. E. Wheeler.
in
'Î'.Sin Ryerson, who has been
Saturpoor health all summer, died

$1.50, 3.00, 3.50.
WOOL COATS,

and

Campbell.
and show you
large assortment.
Thanksgiving day was passed pleasantly. The old time custom of family
gatherings was observed by many famiMr. VVilllam Cookson has been quite lies, to the enjoyment of a large number. emitted
by the machinery of his leap
11 with lumbago in the back. He is at- In the evening at Union Uall the Pythian
lug
powers.
the
tended by
Bradbury of Norway. Sisterhood gave a dance and supper,
However extraordinary tjiis may ap- SOUTH PARIS.
Drjl s F.little
r· Packard
son is quite ill, proceeds to go to the hook and ladder
is
Music was furnished by the pear. we find a similar statement
and fears are entertained that be may
J company.
Andover Orchestra, consisting of six given in the ingenious work upon inhave a fever.
n,eetinK West Paris pieces, with Charlie Snell cornet, P. W. sects by Ivirby and Spence, who say, "I
present.

H. F.

filled with

what he needs.

HEAVY WORK TROUSERS.

jikiiIkIi Trend of a Plea.
which some persons
smaller
possess In distinguishing the
Boiiinis is very remarkable. A friend
of tlie writer lias declared he could
readily perceive tlie motion of a flea,
when 011 his nightcap, by the sound
C«»ul«l

man

must have

to come to the horse's
heud, us he was unacquainted with the
"
ways and manners of such animals.'

V
✓

a

NEED HEAVY CLOTHING?

expected

not be

Trunk.
"Another man with a deer," is a common
Herbert
suggestion just now.
Wheeler shot two only a short distance
from his home on Thanksgiving day.
D. A. Cummings and Eben Barker
have shipped their apples to England,
where they expect to get better prices
than are being offered here.
Arthur Andrews is at home from
of the pavilion is also artistically arGould on his vacation.
with other large photographs,
Horbert I. Bean and family are spend- ranged
Mrs. E. A. 6. Stickney and daughter place.
H. W. Dunham and wife went to
together with oil paintings and mounted
ing a few days at the old homestead. He fish
Isabel left last Wednesday morning for
and game, with Multilens MutoBrattleboro, Vt., to spend Thanksgiving is looking for some venison of his own
Philadelphia to attend the National W. week.
ecopes projecting moving picture scenes
to take back to Lewieton.
killing
C. T. U. convention. Mrs. and Miss
John Butterfield is said to have sufferalong the line of the railway. One of
Stickney go as delegates from this state. ed severely at the hands of John
the leading features of the exhibit is a
West Sumner.
Frank Marstonand family have been
and
who lives near him,
specimen moose head with 06 inch antler
Reeves,
presenteon
of
Mr.
and
infant
Mrs.
The
Cyrus
visiting in this place.
six largest
ed rather a bloody appearance on his ar- Hazelton was buried on
Nov. spread, said to bo one of the
Monday,
Diana Kowe entertained her
Mrs.
In the world.
rival at the village to consult his lawyer. 21st.
of
Abbie
Mrs.
Eaton, Αη·1 all this on
cousin,
Thompson,
In recent years the Grand Trunk has
Thanksgiving Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Bisbee (nee Inez
last week.
been honored by all the great expositions
Κ. T. Flavin and family spent Thanks-

The Brownfield Comedy Company
at Dea. Dunham's.
took about fifty dollars at their drama giving Day

BLUE 8TORE8.

In Berlin: "A well to do
gentleman was driving a rather skittish hone before η dogcart near the
town.
Suddenly he noticed that he
..as «earing a portion of the roud

experience

n^nPfcFMSi

24th, Thanksgiving Day, and we
on
trying to be especially thankful for
being an antipode to that wholesale day Vov. 19 aged 7° years, at the home
He had been
human slaughter house in the far east; of Mr Charles Bacon.
yes. and aleo that we are having autumn cared for by Mr. and Mrs. Bacon for
weather again instead of winter. May it three weeks previous to his death, and
Nov.

are

CtoraMa Oflclallaa.

As Illustrating German offlcUllim,
the following story Is told of α recent

.Jhj^Wvin«,.pMeed

He

together
string
about machinery? Evidently he is un- flag.
daughter, Georgia Gurney.
Milford Brown shot and wounded a deer good.
familiar with some of the simplest
Edwin Allen had his hog (a last spring
front of Brice Kimprinciples of mechanics, or else he wrote in the meadow infailed
killed last Saturday. It tipped
pig)
it.
to
secure
house
but
ball's
the paragraph just to see how great an
Newry.
the scales at 350 lbs.
Brown
a
deer
ThursVenie
secured
absurdity would obtain circulation in
Miss Clara Washburn is with her
Died at Swan's Corner, Bethel, Nov.
day. the 24th.
the newspapers.
cousins in Oxford since the death of
Mis· Olla Emery spent Thanksgiving 23d, Huldah Barker, wife of Charles
their brother, Albert Soule.
The Natioa's Problem.

Aodover.
Wert Parts.
Died in And over, Not. 21, Mrs. Anoff qaleUy In
Mr>. Franci· began to
this vicinity. Then were quite » num. drew Tranois.
ber of family reunion* which were maoh fail about six months ago, bnt her case
considered dangerous until
was not
enjoyed.
F.
Nelson
end
were the within a few weeks, when that dreaded
family
ReT·
to
gueats of Mr. and Mra. E. D. Stllwell on disease, consumption, had begun her
that day.
prey upon her system. She bore
Br«»fa family at Trap Corner were sufferings with Christian fortitude, and
entertained by Mr. and Mrs. Chas. R. when the final summons came she peaceBriggs with Nelson Steven·' family as fully slept till her spirit took its flight
mem3 slowly
J Im- to her Father's house. She was a
gneeta. Mr. Stevens Is very
ber of the Sarah Armald Sunshine Soproving In health.
Perhaps the largest gathering In town ciety, the Sisterhood, King's Daughters,
She leaves
was at W. G. Hammond's where Mr. and and the Christian Endeavor.
Mrs. Hammond and Mr. and Mrs. J. H. a husband and three small children, beCole held a family reunion.
Thirty tides an aged mother, to mourn her loss.
partook of the bountiful feast, and that The burial rites were performed by
doe· not Include little Myrtle, the at- Ellis Olen Assembly with impressive
tractive daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John services, after Rev. Mr. Holden of the
Brock, who was the pet of the whole Congregational church spoke words of
oompany. However she awoke from her cousolation to the mourning friends.
George Andrews, who has been so
noonday nap in time to demand a limited
supply of the dainties. After the dinner seriously ill for several weeks, is reportpleasantly passed with ed gaining slowly.
The snow of the 14th gave the loggers
music, recitations, story telling, etc., by
and ail went a grand opportunity to haul _their suphome feeling that the day would be long plies on sleds as well as giving much
"membered. In the after- sport to the hunters.
It is estimated that fifty deer have
noon Misa Minnie Stevens took a group
been killed within a radius of five miles
picture of those present.
who went away for frôra here on the last snow.
Y. A. Thurston has his house nearly
Thanksgiving were Mr. and Mrs. F. S.
Mr· "d Miss Dana who en- completed. When done it will be one
joyed the time with relatives In Portland, of the pleasantest places in town. Sitfamily who went to uated on a little eminence, the view is
most beautiful. He and bis estimable
Auburn
Miss Bertha A. Emmons was at home young wife can justly feel proud of their
beautiful home.
from Portland for Thursday.
Ε. E. Bedell, Esq., who formerly ownMrs. George Hammond and family
have moved into the house occupied ed the place, has moved near the vildown «taire by Calvin Washburn.
lage and has remodeled the house, innumber
the dance terior and exterior, formerly owned by

I
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Maine Society Diner la New York.
Lut Friday night, Not. IB, the «οηι
A. B. Talbot and family spent Thurs- and daughters, and the 8**°®·?°·.
granddaughters of Heine who live In 01
with Ο. K. Clifford.

noon.

-wnjàm.

,·»-

lB> u*k
:
»* *
*

New York had their annual dinner
the Manhattan Hotel, one of the
largest and finest hotel· in New York.
About a hundred and fifty of us eat
Miss Edith Hayes of Auburn has been
E. Wheeler's for a few down to dinner at eight ° clock,
a guest at P.
an unseasonable hour for Maine people
days.
who are accustomed to dine at
Miss Catherine Q. Briggs Is at home there Is no accounting for the length of
from her work at Parmington for a style to which we Maine farmers will go
short vacation.
when we move to the city,
low cut evening vests and patent
Harry P. Ellis and family of Auburn wearing
have been the guests of his father, S. R.
dinner was long and fine—many
Ellis, for a few days.
courses and all of them good.
The Baptist pulpit will be supplied was furnished by a so-called N®aP°"*n
next Sunday bv Hev. G. W. Hinckley of Band of five or si* men musicians playthe Good Will Homes.
ing mandoline, and they rendered music
"stunts" that may have been
The Baptist church here has given a and funny
all right for southern Italy, but which
call to Rev. I. Wallace Chesbro of Xarwere very mueh out of tune with the
raganset Pier. Rhode Inland.
spirit of a celebration of the old-fashionMr. and Mrs. Park entertained Antonio ed life in Maine.
„
Fernandez, who is attending Hebron
The after dinner speeches were au
Academy, for Thanksgiving.
F. Day, author of "Pine
Prof. Hugh R. Hatch of Colby College
Tree Ballads" and other books, made a
church
at
the
the
Baptist
pulpit
supplied
capital speech, interspersing it witn
A strong sermon.
<>n Sunday.
Maine stories and with his characterA. W. Walker Λ- Son have a car load istic poetry.
Hon. W. W.
of dry wood to artive Tuesday andean Superintendent of Schools in Maine,
supply customers on and after that day. made perhaps the speech of the
of
and when he told of the
Mr. and Mrs. Eben S. Kilborn and
parents in Maine in order that their
Ellery C. Park and family of Bethel were children
the
receive
advantages
might
guests at S. P. Stearns' for Thanksgiv- of education,
he held the audience
ing.
enthusiastic and sympathetic interest.
W. H. Swett and family and Miss
Ex-Mayor Boody of Brooklyn, Dr.
Ruth Pratt were entertained Thanksgiv- Lyman Abbott and A. Augustus Healy
ing Day at the home of Ε. X. Swett of paid glowing tributes to their native
A. L. Cole of this village brought in s
deer on the train Monday morning.
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The annual election of the officers of
the Relief Corps will occur next Saturday evening. Dec. .'Id. Every member is
to be present.
and fourth Monday, of requested
R. Parsons entertained the
Dea.
S.
t> -Stony Brook Lodge, So. 1Λ.
..
.'β 1 an·! fourth Wednesday evening. families of W. K. Clifford and F. A.
Shurtleff and Mrs. Ε. E. Hagen with a
M .-Kamlln l.o.l^. So SI. meet, every tine dinner Thanksgiving Day.

V ;
""

-jLiur

Bin·»

ran ge. from May 1to OAl
*n t third
Saturday. during the
m
the year, meet» every Saturday,
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K. Martin has repurchased the
market at Rumford Falls which he
ran for several year», and which he sold
when he moved here some six months
A.

second and fourth Tues-

:;'f;:,iuSSnbooncll
-Ithirl Monday

meat

XfiU

so.
*·
evenings at

'..

< :.ir.i ('. Andrews spent Thanks- ago.
Mrs. Z. F. Durkee and little daughter,
v.c with relatives in Lynn.
Madeline, of Bethel, spent Thanksgiving
Π ,- Μ Κ Uebbard was at home from
with her sisters, Mrs. Ε. E. Wormell,
for Thanksgiving.
; ·, :.·;.
Mrs. M. A. Needham, and Mrs. Ε. M.
ν
Maud Douglass spent several days Cook.
friends in Portland last week.
w
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hilton entertained
ν ,.- >;i>ie Porter, who is teaching iu as Thanksgiving guests
Henry Wash; >rt tn.l. was at home (or Thanksgiving. burn. wife and daughter, of Bingham,
ami Marry Wade, wife and daughter, of
•r Τ « .irland and family of Portland
Portland.
ί».
at
Nelson
w.,
Tii.inksgiving guests
Mrs. John G. Swett is very seriously
Elder's.
ill. Her sons, George and John, of Kenirace I. TV Motte has been the
Μ
Mrs. Curtis, and
tor a nebunk. her daughter.
Cv· ,»f Miss Susie M. Wheeler
^
Louie Etter, a granddaughter, of Linn,
few days.
are with her.

Mr,

_.i

·,

j

I.isbeth Murphy was at home
her school at l'ikad to spend
,....
Thanks tiiving.
Π. Ρ Brett and family of Beverly,
s
Ma>«.. have been quests at C. t. Brett
fur a few days.
ν

»s

|

H. C. Aldrich, who has been living id
Hiram Pulsifer's house, has gone to
work for R. L. Cuminings, and has moved with his family to Mr. Cummings*
farm in Woodstock.
UniTopic next Sunday evening
versalist church, the strenuous life.
Is the life of the liberal Christian strenuous enough? Eccl. 9:10, Col. 3:23, Rom.
12:11.
Leader, Rev. E. W. Pierce.
at

Mi-s Julia P. Morton was at home
AMng'on, Mass., where she teaches,
for Thanksgiving.
V
\ltaO. Walker, who teaches in
'· j, sdi-ol at Wells, is at home for
,-r ,'·

Election of officers and all day meeting
of Paris Grange next Saturday. Five
:,
t hanksgiving recess.
cents will be charged each member for
Mabelle G. Stiles, who has been
M
dinner, the proceeds to go to the benefit
!..
for about three weeks, has rev
of the sale which will be given later in
Boston for the winter.
t lrn,..;
the winter.
Mr and Mrs. John F. Stanley of AuThe ladies of the Baptist Social Circle
Mrs.
their
of
were
Kr:
guests
will give a supper and social at the
for
\V.
Thanksgiving.
(
Bowker,
church Thursday evening, supper served
ι·
γ c. Andrews of North Anson at 0:30 o'clock. Price as usual. AU are
ami
«a. r 1:.
guests of his parents. Mr.
cordially invited. All the ladies belongMr- Charles G. Andrews, over rhanks- ing to the society are retjuested to meet
at 2:30 o'clock same day, to sew.
ijiving.

|

»

daughter.

There was a baptism with reception
Harrv K. Maxim and Miss Bean came
Portland to spend Thanksgiving of members at the Methodist church on
fr.
branklm
Mr. Maxim's parents,
wit!
Sunday evening. The pastor gave an
M

Themu^Ç

^Majoiliolman

Vraver

l*
ShlSv Ι H l-lttle,
a.
evêrV Sunday at 2:30
Kvenlng service. 7
VhooTatS
..'aver

*nd,tJ^®L

1<#The

I*. M.
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NORWAY.

Good Cheer meeting Wednesday after-

pe »3rtora gewocrat

vein
**ΙιΓlighter
Maine

had many stories of
of them attributed,
with more or less accuracy, to
Sampson, Uncle Solon Chase, Uncle Bradish
Turner and Ezra Stephens. All of these
distinguished characters seemed to be
well known to the New York audience.
As always at these Maine gatherings,
there was a considerable number of Oxford Bears in attendance, and ornamentink: the centre of a prominent table at
which a number of them were seated
was a stuffed bear, symbolical of Oxford
County. No one seemed to know now
the bear got there, but if I were to
exercise my Yankee privilege of "guessing," I should guess that Itgot there
through the assistance of Kimball c.
Atwood, formerly of Buckheld and now
of New York City.
At this table of Oxford Bears I noticed
Mr. and Mrs. Atwood and Mr. and Mrs.
John Lewis Child·, formerly of Buckfield, and with them was John Burroughs, the celebrated naturalist and
author, and it is enough to say that he is
as charming as his books, and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles L. Case, Paris Hill. At
other tables there were Messrs. Burbank
and Woodbury of Bethel, Dr. and Mrs.
\bbott, Mr. Abbott formerly of Farmincnon and Mrs. Abbott formerly of
Waterford, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Davie»,
Mr. Davies formerly of Waterville, and
Mr. and Mrs. Davies both now of Pans
Hill and New York, and the Secretary of
the society, Mr. Charles H. Kilbourne,
formerly of Waterford.
I hear that the next entertainment of
the Maine Society is to be an old-fashioned kitchen dance with a specially imported Maine tiddler who is to do the
fiddling and calling in the old-fashioned
Maine style. I have heard that pure
sweet cider and doughnuts will be provided for refreshments in contrast to the
somewhat elaborate dinner that I have
just told vou about, and that ample provision will be made for those who do
not dance.
The Maine Society in New \ork seems
to be fulfilling its purpose in bringing
Maine people residing here into closer
acquaintance in these very pleasant reunions.
Yours truly,
|
A Transplanted Maine Farmer.

life,

we

some
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John's Letter.

CHUBCHBS.

Eer. B. 8.
;econd Congregational Church,
Preaching service Sunday,
Hideout, PMtor.
M.; Sabbath School, 11Λ0 M.; Mèn e
Prayer Meeting at 630; Social Meeting,7.Ό0 P.
; M.; it (pilar weekly Prayer Meeting, Tuesday
evening; T. P. S. C. I. Meeting Friday evening
10 40 A.

I at 7 30.

Break

P^M.,

Friday evening.
Baptist Church, Rev. E. 8. Cotton. Ps*tor.
Preaching service, 10 30 A. M.; Sabbtth School,
12 Λ0 M. ; Prayer Meeting Sunday evening 7 P.M.

P. ft A.M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
No. 18, in Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
No. 29. assembles Wednesday Evening. on or
before full moon· Oxford Council, R. &-β· M
evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after

1,

full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
rellows' Half, every Tuesday Bvenlng.
In Odd
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, meets
Fellows* Ha.l, second and fourth Iriday EvenLodge,
ings of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah of
each
No. 58, meets on first and third Friday
Block
"iK.'of P.—Regular meetingU.In Hathaway
A. O. Noyes

R.,
every Thursday Evening.
each
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday ofsecond
month. Lake Assembly, No. 83, P. S.,
month.
of
each
and fourth Friday evenings
P. of H.—Norway Grange .meets.second and
Han.
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange
In
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 64, meets
Sew G. A. R. Ball on the first Tuesday Evening
of each month.
M
W. R. C.—Meets in New G. A. R. Hall, Mom

No. 199, meets
βΤϋ?0?Ρ. F.—Elm Tree Colony,evenings
of each

second and fourth Wednesday

Commandery, No. 247,
TV. G. C.—Norway
and fourth Thursday evenings of

meets second
month
K. G. Ε-Oxford Castle. No. 2. meets in Ryerof
son hall, first and third Thursday evenings
ear h

each month.

Let us be thankful that Thanksgiving
was
Day is a thing of the past. Turkey
too high.
Mr. and Mre. Eugene E. Andrews entertained the Professional Whist Club
first
Tuesday ovening. It was the club'smost
for the season and was a

meeting
pleasant gathering.

The death of Jacob F. French at the
at his home
age of 03 years, took place
The
in Norway Thursday, Nov. 17.
funeral services were held on Sunday
Mr.
afternoon by Rev. B. S. Rideout.
French was the son of Isaiah and Hannah
(Shedd) French. Born in Albany, Jan.
He enlisted in Co. C, 23d Maine
7, 1841.
Volunteers, under Capt. Chas. H. Prince.
Mrs. French and three children, Ina,
He was
Harry and Agnee, survive him.
O. F.,
a member of Oxford Lodge, I. O.
of North Water ford, and a member of
Grove
Pine
in
Interment
the G. A. R.

Cemetery.
on
Nearly all business places closed
to 11 A.

Thursday. Post office from 8:30
The R. F. D. mesM., 2:30 to 5 p. m.
chance to enjoy the
sengers were given a
day with their people.
muniHenry F. Locke was before the
He
cipal court Monday for intoxication.
to $12,
was fined $1 and costs, amounting

which was paid.
Albert P. Bassett has been appointed
of
state detective by Gov. Hill for a term
four years.
a
The prayer of the petitioners for
been
street over the tannery lot has
matter
granted by the selectmen. Thethe town
of acceptance will come before
05.
at the next annual meeting in March,
It will open up several very desirable
needlots for buildings and ae it is much
the
ed will without doubt be accepted by
town.
last
The Grange sale at Concert Hall
week netted the society fifty dollars.
At the annual meeting of the Junior
A

Young People's Christian Union Friday
was a supevening, held at Concert Hall,
which
per and entertainment, following
election resulting as follows:
1'reMdent—Clara Hathaway.
Vice-President—Gladys Buck.

an

ix ti: ami wue.

assortment
trophies.—World's Work.
ae

the

oddest

of

|jj|

These tablet·

chateau ut Versailles. The police hail
themselves
news tbat the burglars
were mounted in an automobile. The)
gave chase, proceeding by side ro..dx
until they eauie up with the offenders
who were promptly arrested and tl.eii
motor car run off to La Fourrlere, tin
police pound of Paris, where is gath
ered together the lost, sto'en or strayed
of the domestic animal world, as well

In Odd

on

led.

anteed

are

children,

to break up

cold ; if

they

your

don't do

it

patterns,

BR(ÎOKS—The

police

Iwo

I
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discount.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Easy and Quick!

Soap-Making

BANNER LYE

pulverized.

[new

kill™. COUCH

frM

.YKSi·

■

LUNGS

TïûrëttTÎid

:

I

^etore,

Dr. King's
New Discovery

/TONSUHPTiGN
FOR I

τ°· &Ζ·£

New England Boys and Girl:

I

)

•i

are

white
$2.08

values in waists and Sweaters.

NORWAY, MAINE.

STREET,

Four Months' Trial Trip 50 cents.

Have

SPECIMEN COPIES

will be moihd free on request. It will pay anybody Interested In nnv way in country life to
■end for them. Address the publishers :
Albany, Ν. T.

taken at this office.

Hosiery.

and

HILLS,

SQUARE,

35 MARKET

Optician.

Jeweler and Graduate

special good values in

Blankets, Gloves, Mittens

LUTHER TUCKER A. SON,

|y Subscription"

Bolster & Co.

Dayton

N.

LAKG£S CLl'BS.

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

LowestPricesiDOxfordOounty.
NORWAY, MAINE.

^ΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΦΡββΡ^βΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡβββ*:

OESiHiEPierrr

inge, 7

rooms

and half acre of land.

P.

year old.

A. K.

A.

CO.

SHrKTLEFF Λ,

Are among the handsomest kinds of

pictures you will find.

ι Bull Calf, Hereford and Holι
Full Blooded Berkshire
stein.
ι

F.

CO.

MEDALLIONS

FOR SALE.

Boar,

SIirBTLEFF Λ,

Α.

41

Call on or address, 0. W.
Royal, South Paris, Me.
L
Main Street.

They

JACKSON,

are

inexpensive too. This
prettier than ever before.

:

:

:

:

very

season's

designs
Our Holiday stock is now in. The assortment is
Better make your selecvery large and complete.
are

South Paris.

tions before the choicest

ores are

taken.

lOo. to $2.00 each.
AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

Stores,]»™,™ I Maine.

2
F.

F.

NIirnTLKFF A. CO.

A.

A.

«ni'RTLEFF 4t CO.

tn«««»««a«aoa«aba»aoo««>d6.»»ja-acaa«aoaagaa«»i»M«"«*

Keep warm when driving by using
a"Leman"carriage or sleigh heater.
for
selling the 12 inch for $2.25 and the 14 inch
usa them say they would not get
who
$3.00. People
along without one.
No smoke. No smell ami they are just as warm when
I

COCOA

IS· Walter M.

am

you

return as when you start.

JAMES N. FAVOR, EeKrI™

distinguished from all
rothersby its full flavor, delicious
quality and absolute purity.
is

Norway, Maine.

ΟΙ ΜλΙτί St.*

Downey Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.
P.S. The Ltntfiry Rtctift Book

,t%t FREE.

Winter Overshirts.
A large assortment of desirable goods for winter wear.
Jersey and tlannel

for

Wanted.
We will pay cash for Hemlock
Bark delivered at any R. R. station
within a radius of 100 miles of our

Communciate
Canton.
factory
with L. W. Smith Co., Canton, Me.
at

Bankrupt's

Petition for

In the matter uf
DANA C. PIIILBROOK,

1

Bankrupt.

[) In Bankruptcy.

of the
To the IIo.v. Clauknck Hale, Judge
the
District Court of the United States for
:
Maln<>
of
District
In
the
of
Bethel,
C. PHILUROOK.
Is
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
on
that
said District, respectfully represent·,
he was duly
the 12th day of Dec·, la-t past,
the Acts of Congress
adjudged bankrupt underthat
he has duly sur
relating to bankruptcy;
of property
and
his
rendered all
propertywith allrights
the requirement*
and ha* fully
Court
of
touching
orders
the
of
and
of said Acts

DANA

compiled

bis bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he nny be decree'!
from all
by the Court to have a full discharge
under said
debts provable against his estate
arc ex.
as
debts
such
except-—jutcy Acts, except
bankruptcy
discharge.
cepted by law from such
I>. 1904.
Dated this loth day of November, A.
DANA C. PIIILBROOK, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
Dutbict of Maine, es.
on read
On this 19th day of Nov., A. D. 1904,
it Is
lng the foregoing petition,
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing beA.bad
D
the 9th day of Dec.,
upon the same on
in said Die
1904, before said Court at Portland,
thai
and
forenoon
;
In
the
trlct, at 10 o'clock
Dem
notice thereof be published In The Oxford
said District, am!
ocrât, a newspaper printed In
In
that all known creditors, and other persons
and place
Interest, may appear at the said time
the
have,
why
and show cause, If any they
should not be granted
prayer of said petitioner
that tlx
A nd It Is further Ordered by the Court,
creditor·
Clerk shall send by mall to all known addressed
this
order,
and
said
of
petition
copies
stated.
to them at their places of residence as
Wliness the lion. Clarence Hale, Juilg»
at Port
thereof,
teal
the
and
of the said Court,
Nov.
land, In said District, on the 19th day of
A. D. 1904.

JAMES E. HEW ET, Clerk.
[L.8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Ε. IIEWET, Clerk.
:-JAMES
Attest

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
De liait.

Clean** and beautifies
Promote* a lnxuiUnt powth.
Never Falls to Boatore Gray
Heir to Its Youthful Color.
Cure» tealp ditwuc» lihalr falling.
PniggatS

and

boys.

shirts made in many

Blue and gray

knit for

jersey

striped

Light colored

50c.

jersey

:
75c.
,J

a
Blue, tan and brown flannel overshirts, to wear with
$2
white collar,
^

Outing

All wool blue flannel

Bojs*

over-

and

many

2

^OCt
winter overshirts in
styles,. «25c. and 50c.

FOSTER,

B.

H.

and domet flannel

shirts, with soft collars or
with band for linen collar

$' ant^ '-5°

$150

a*

n

«

flannel shirts,

shirts,

$1.50

linen collar,

for

NORWAY, MAINE.

soon

We have

be here.

and

preciated

Tenney,

and brown tlannel
with band for
made
shirts,

Gray

shirts

Blue flannel shirts, double
$r
breasted for

wear,

!

styles and grades.

^\11 wool jersey overshirts*
β
l,
$1
gray and blue.

will

ffi^andfUMst

Dr. Austin

men

Eztra heavy blue
shirts, fleeced, for

Discharge.

we

than

know of
a

nice

can

store full of all kinds of

foot-

more

ap-

nothing more acceptable

pair of

Boots, Overshoes,
You

a

get suited here.

Slippers

and

We also carry

a

or

Leggins.

full line of

Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases.
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Snow's Falls, Whittemore,
ubsairved tliat ti e finger which I pui viz : Bolster, Forbes, so-callei.
All bids must
St arns Hlll«JI»trlcts,
i:iio ma mooth wan nae the linger thai be In writing, sealed, and presented to the underInnoon of December 14th, 1904.
before
the
signed
î dippeil into
gallipot!"
formation as to routes may be had vt the Superintendent of Schools.
The right 1· reserved to reject any or all bids
Tlie l.old Fever.
ALTON C. WHEELER,
was
Supt. of Schools.
gold
agj.
When, many years
first discovered in Australia the ex
Petition for
citeiuent caused has probably nevoi
)
In the matter of
been equaled in history. Offices were
> In Bankruptcy.
BIOS M. GREELY,
Bankrupt. J
deserted, ships were left to rot at anHai.k, Judge of the Dischor by their crews, the prisons were To the Hon. Clahence
trict Court of the United States for the District
left unguarded by the wardens, the
of
U1 Maine:
ION M. GREELT, of Paris, in the County
streets unpatrolled by the police. Men
of Oxford, and State of Maine, in
λ.*
in high official positions had to act as said liJBtl
II·» |1UV..
represents that on
J
District,
It,,
respectfully
for
themselves.
28th
the
day of December, last past, he was duly
"boots" and grooms
under tbe Acts of Congress rebankrupt
adjudged
one
left
only
In (Jeelong there was
lating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrenand rights r.f property,
servitor. He bail lost his wooden 1c;: dered all his property with
all the requirements
and has fully complied
and could not comfortably decamp. or said Acts and of tbe orders of Court touching
Men his bankruptcy.
wits
hungry.
gold
Everybody
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
slept in open streets, in tubs ami by the Court to have a full discharge from all
encover
of
bare
debts provable against bis estate under said
boxes, in tents and
Acts, except such debts as are exbankruptcylaw
from such discharge.
tirely. Convicts robbed aud slaughter- cepted
by
their
with
Dated this 19th day of October, A. D. 1904.
Hulks were bursting
ed.
ΒΙΟΝ M. GREELY, Bankrupt.
a
loads of prisoners. It was rather
ORDER OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΗΕΟϋ.
lad time while it lasted.
ΙΗΗΙΚΙΙΙ ur J1AI.1I., DO.
On this 26th (lay of Nov., A. D. 1904, on read·
the foregoing petition, It ie
Ιηκ
REMEDV
CHAMBERLAIN'S COUGH
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be ha·!
of Dec., A. D.
IS PLEASANT TO TAKE.
upon the same on the 16th day
DisΙ'.ΌΊ, before eald Court at Portland, In ealtl
The finest quality of granulated loaf trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that noof tice thereof be published In the Oxford Demomanufacture
in
the
used
is
sugar
a newspaper printed In eald District, and
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, and the crat,
In
that all known creditors, and other peraons
roots used in its preparation give it a Interest, may appear at the eald tlmo and place,
the
it
and show cause. If any they have, why
tlavor similar to maple syrup, making
bo gnintc l.
prayer of said petitioner should not
quite pleasant to take. Mr. W. L. RodAr.d It Is further ordered by the Court, That
of
in
erick, of Pooleeville, Md., speaking
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credadthis remedy says: "I have used Cham- itors copie* of eald petition and this order, a<>
to them at their places of residence
berlain's Cough Remedy with my chil- dressed
stated.
dren for several years and can truthfully
Witness the Hon. Clarknce Hale, Judge o'
of the kind the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
say it is the beet preparation
D.
In said District, on the 26th day of Nov., A.
I know of. The children like to take it 1904
Clerk.
E.
HKWEY,
and it has no injurious aftereffect." For
JAMES
[L.S.]
A true copy of pntltlon and order thereon.
sale by Shurtleff Λ* Co., South Paris;
Attest: JAMES E. IIKWEY, Clork.
Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug

We

wrink-

patterns

also coarser

Shirt Waists.

The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaptr,

I will refund your money.

inches,

or

...

ONE LOT Doilies in larger sizes,

ESTABLISHED

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

guar-

They

soiled

slightly

of linen and union linen, that are
come in many sizes and patterns.

are

ONE LOT Doilies, small sizes, four to seven

big
promptly

properly

Cold.

Frldiy

nesday evenings of each month.
O. U. A. M.—Norway and South ParlsCouncll,
No. 10. meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday

These

Up-a

•TATKD MKKTIMOB.

New G. A.

Many

by

Weeks'

Universalis Church, Rev. Caroline K. Angell,
Pa»tor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 30
A. M. Sabbath School, 11Λ0; Y. P.C. D. meetlng, 7:00 P.M.
Methodist Church, Ret. C. A. Brook·, PMtor.
Preaching service, 1030 A. M.; Sabbath School,
13Λ0 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7:00
waver meeting, Tuesday evening; claw meeting

Lodge, No. 177, meets In
^.'e'oJ?.—Lakeside
the first and third WedR. Hall,

SPECIAL SALE OF DOILIES.

THE DULL SCHOLAR.

Th« Pari· Detective·.
Paris dectective lias a greal
Came into oiy enclosure Nov. 15,
a so-called "dull schol
reputation for tracking down the criml a heifer that the owner can have
oal. He bas achieved tbat distinction,
ar" is so because of some deproving
property and paying charges.
first, by his native wit and resource
MANLEY W. BESSEY,
Don't negfect of the eyes.
secondly, by the extended use he
Hebron, Maine.
of
lect
the
of
the
bt
makes
your children.
eyes
informer, who may
Xu
of the criminal class himself.
Cent.
Per
Sixty
One day he
merous are his disguises.
are caused
headaches
Of
all
lias the clothes as well as the speed
and manners of a voyou, the next b«
through defective eyes. Little
is 011 the race course, his accent changones
eye defects grow to
ed as well as his outward appearance
and
if not
—a chic monsieur— engaged iu watchattended to.
lug the doings of a turf syndicate. As
an instuncv of the modern methods of
■amuel Rloluurde
the Paris Surete, oue may mention the
GRADUATE OPTICIAN,
half ilozeu motor cars which it possess
South Parla, Maine
No. β Pleasant Street,
es and which are always at the disonce
to
at
of
ttie
force
proceed
position
to the ecehe of a tragedy or robbery.
The other day the automobile was used
with effect lu a case of burglary οί a

The

Oculist,

will he at Elm House,
Tuesday, Oct. 18, and 3d

Norway *
Tuesda;

Offic '
of each following month.
p. M.
to
m.
λ.
4
hours, 10:3ο
Eyes Examined free.

\ν "N-.t

IN OPERA HOUSE

BLOCK,

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.

CASTORIA for Infints and Chiton.
TIm Kloi Ym Han Ataiis Bought
L

NORWAY, MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

—

Carpets

Wool
to close out odd

patterns and clean

up stock-

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Wain and Danforth

ACHED IN EVERY BONE.
Chicago Society WomaWho Wee So
Sick She Could Not Sleep or Eat,
Cured by Doea's Kidney Pills.
When a woman's kidneys go wrong,
her back gives out and every little task

She is tired, nervous,
sleepless, run down—suffer· daily from
backache, bcahaches, dizzy spells, and
becomes a burden.

bearing-down pains.

imagined

"female
troubles." Cure the kidneys and you will
be well, Itead how to find the cure.
Marion Knight, of 33 N. Ashland Ave.,
Don't

worry

Chicago, 111.,

over

member

of

the

Chicago

Federation of Musicians and a well-known
:lub woman, says : *This winter when I

started to ase
Doan's Kidney
Pills I ached in

Sts.,

every bone and

bad in tense
pains in the kidneys and pel-

MAINE.

NORWAY,

vic organs. The
urine was thick
and cloudy, and
I could barely
eat enough to

BO YEARS*

EXPERIENCE

live.

I felt

a

change for the

better within
veek. The second week I began eating
ieartily. I began to improve generally,
ind before seven weeks had passed I
I had spent hundreds of dolvas well.
a

Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

Αητηηβ «endii.e a »lietch and deecrlpUon iua>
«netncr al
(iu!v wi/ yt^run our opinion ;rwConimunlcainvention ta prubablf patentable.
tlonaitrictlf coiUkicntiail. ll:ai^bookon Patent·
Witt fr·»*. OMeet agency for necurin* patenta.
P:ttenta t:Uen through Munn Λ Co. WCtlTf
w>tic'% without change Ui tbe

IptruU

Scientific Jlmcricaa.

cirhandsomely Mlo«tmt«J weekl*. Tsreeet
·
CUlatH>Q l'f «11» s.ienuUc tournai. Terme, W
newsdealer».
•air: fou* mont ha.ll. Sol J 1>7 aliI
A

SHINNSCo^^^NewYorl
Branch

υ IBce,

636 F 8t. Waabtmjton. D. G.

W. H. Winchester,
HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HOMEMAKEfiS' COLUMN.

for medicine that did not help me,
>ut $0 worth of Doan's Kidney Pills restored me to perfect health."
A FREE TKIAL of this great kidney
nedicine which cured Miss Knight will
)e mailed on application to any part of
he United States. Address Foster-MilSold by all
>urn Co- Buffalo. X. Y.
ars

ieakrs ; price, tifty cents pec box.

DeWITT'S
WITCH HAZEL

SALVE
TBI ORIGINAL.

A Well Known Core for Pile*.
Cures obstinate sores, chapped hands. eola mi. skin diseases. Makes burns and scalds
painless. We could not Improve the quality
If paid double the price. The best salve
that experience oaa produce or that money

caa

buy.

Cares Piles Permanently

DeWltt's Is the original and only pure and
genuine Witch Hazel Salve made. Look for
the name De WITT on every box. All otheia
■Λ counterfeit, mruis rr
Mm O. DeWITT * CO.. CHICAGO.
Sold

Recordsf Blanks, Horns, and

by r. A. Shurtleff ft Co.

oomt»*, Oxford Democrat, Paris, Mat*.

Novel Ways of Preparing Cranberries.
From the sandy wastes of Cape Cod
Vh,e finest and largest cranberries
and to the housekeepers of that vicinity
we are indebted for a number of novel
and delicious recipes for preparing the
lMdon.ln.lt.
appetizing and should appeal to the provident housewife for use during the win">β »«PPly of fresh fruit
is limited to those grown in hothouses,
always expensive and difficult to obtain!

351.—Syncopation».
[Example: Syncopate one who gives
Answerand leave an entrance.
We.

mJgSt OS

Donor, door.]
1. Syncopate the foremost and leave
tbe band clinched. 2. Syncopate the

•taff of life and leave α slender nail
without a head. 3. Syncopate to join
In wedlock and leave a girl's mime.
4. Syncopate a step and leave a tumult.

*£βη

CRANBERRY Β SOWN BETTY.

Stew a pint of cranberries in a granite
IV·. 352.—Zoological Acrostic.
A quadruped found both in Asia and saucepan and when tender sweeten with
of light-brown sugar and
Africa; It has a large head, short, mas- a teacupful
flavor with a little grated nutmeg. Araive limbs and a thick skin.
range in the bottom of an earthenware
1. A dangerous reptile, belonging
pudding-dish toasted fingers of graham
chiefly to North America.
bread; pour over this a layer of the precuri2. A little animal which has α
pared cranberries and continue with al·
toast and cranberries
ous way of defending itself.
Place
8. A small carnivorous quadruped, until the dish is nearly filled.
of
useful as a destroyer of noxious crea- around the edge of the dish triangles
toast to form a border and bake in a modtures.
Serve in the
erate oven for one hour.
4. An aquatic animal, very common
dish in which it was baked with a hot,
In small ponds.
foamy sauce.
6. A shellfish much esteemed as an
CRANBEBRY SAVARIX8.
of diet.

S?}?*?». y2!Vi

article
β. A
lands.
7. A
8. A
9. A

with

pect me to eat my dinner there.
imell the hoofs."

A similar criticism came from one
who suffered not from overreilnement,
but from something quite different.
She was a woman of recently acquired
wealth who. says the New York Tribune, went Into an art gallery and asked for a painting of a certain size.

"I have just what you want," said
the dealer.
He showed her a beautiful animal
painting, but she looked at it %for a
few minutes aud then shook her head.
"It won't do." she sahl. "I want this

Ν. H.

Berlin,

a

whipped

353.—Charade.
My first a curling tale displays.
My second la a tall always.
My whole's a tall of foreign ways.
No.

cranbebby

aged

fbappe.

grandmother,

are

employed

throughout the year in making some
Boil
quart of cranberries in suffi- part or other of this instrument.
cient water to prevent burning; when
tender removo from fire and stir in a
Ko. 354.—Prefixes.
The Plodder.
of baking-soda and a cup of granuBy using the same prefix In each pinch
before his death William Cary,
Just
the
cranberries
strain
lated
sugar;
case make the following changes:
through a fruit sieve into the freezer, the great shoemaker, missionary and
1. To test into to make better.
and when cool add the well-beaten
noted linguist, said about his biogra2. The substance of which anything of two
eggs sweetened with two table- pher: "If he gives me credit for being
into
le'made
unimportant.
spoonfuls of powered sugar. Freeze to a plodder, he will do me Justice. Anythe consistency of mush, and then pour
thing beyond this will be too much. I
Stair·.
of
355.—Λ
Flight
No.
in one cupful of whipped cream and half
To this I owe everything.
can plotl.
word
of
each
a, pint of chopped hickory-nuts; continue
The last two letters
Succès
must form the first two letters of the the freezing until very stiff and pack in
the usual manner.
At serving time unsucceeding word.
Clreua end Charcb Seata.
moldona cut-glass platter, garnishing
8
If people hud to sit on as uncomfort1 ο ο ο
°f cranberry J®11* and
ο ο ο ο
able seats at α church as ut the circus,
glace
ο ο ο ο
0
bow they would roar! This is one of
ο
CBANBEBBY FRITTEBS.
ο ο ο ο
the things thut prove the influence of
ο ο ') ο
Place in a large mixing-bowl a cupful mind over matter.—Atchison Globe.
°
°
ο ο ο ο
of sugar, add one well-beaten egg, a
ο ο ο ο
tablespoonful of melted butter, a pinch
Afflicted Alike.
ο ο ο 4
3
of powdered cinnamon and allspice and
'he Modiste—Madum, it is Impossia
A
stir
in
heavens.
In
then
the
a
cream
beat to
gradually
A lui.ilnous body
;
onixed ble to get any money out of your husnative of Arabia. Having the power. pint of sifted flour that has been
don't I
a
with
heaping teaspoonful of baking- jand. The Customer—Well,
To rest heavily. Soon. One time. To
powder, moistening with a little ice-water uave the same trouble?
give up. Beloved.
to form a stiff batter; when thoroughly
From 1 to 2. pause: 3 to 4. entrance.
blanded add a pint of large cranberries
To have a respect for ourselves
that have been cut in two and well sugarour morals, and to have α deferguides
No. ano.—Bird Pussies.
fat
hot
ed. Drop by the spoonful into
ence for others governs our manners.
confecin
roll
and fry a golden brown;
tioner's sugar and serve immediately on —Sterne.
a folded napkin, accompanied with a hard
one

whitei

]

nuts."08

sauce

flavored with kirch.

Au Earlier Oeneratlou.

A Eussiuu immigrant of tender age
was being registered lu a downtown
teacher
The
Philadelphia school.
questioned, "What Is yoer name?"
"Katlnku," replied the child.
"And your father's name?"
"I never hut one," curne the quick

CBAXBEBRY ΒΟΜΙΝΥ CREAMS.

Boil

cupful
sufficient boiling
when cooked (in

WALDO NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

a

South Paris Savings Bank,

^5

Wrong Eyeglasses
neglect

—

help.

impor-

SAMUEL RICHARDS,

—

OPTICIAN,

St.,

WANTED.

FOOD FOR BOYS and GIRLS

A~GOOD

WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

la

a

FOOD

natural food, and is healthy (or growing children. Let the children try
note after continued use the mental and physical vigor it imparts.

it,

and

Mary Simpson—
Dayton, Ohio,
"Everything disagreed with me and
Hollister's
until
used
I
Rocky
baby
Mountain Tea. Now baby sleeps and
grows like a weed." 35 cents. Tea or
tablet form. Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

Or. Price, the creator of Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious Flavoring Extracts.
A *Mk beok Mdtaialng 76 MMltoirt rsosipt» for islaf ttw Fm4 aalM fra· I· any iMimu.

Chicago,

III.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON 5TAHL,
ALSOHDEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

young

are

man.

fair," complimented the |

"Where are you from?"

"St Louis," responded
Ernestine,
blushing.
"Ah, then, you are the St. Louis fair."

troubled with constipation and
"I
stomach troubles, lost tiesh, my complexion was mined; Hollister's Rocky
was

brought back my health
and com pleston."—Mary
Allen, St.
Louis. 35 cents. Oris Stevens; 7. A.
Mountain Tea

Folk?

THE SNAKE LAUGHS
HIMSELF TO DEATH
"Please don't eat me!" saiil Mr. Frog
he was grabbed up by Mr. Snake.

as

"Well. I

am

really not hungry," said

Mr. Snake, "and I'll make you a propIf you will tell iuc a good
osition.

funny story, I will let you go."

So Mr. Prog sent for all his friends,
and he gave each of them a tickle stick.
Mr. Snake stretched himself straight

The True "L. f."

Rests

snd

-Builds up
the

infanta

(l.OO.
91.00.

rates

ather lines.
"LEMUE

SEE," SAID MB. PKOtf.

out on the ground, and there was a
long row of frogs with tickle straws
on each siiie of him.
"Leiume see," said Mr. Frog reflec-

tively.

"Ha! ha! ha!" laughed Mr. Snake,
and all the frogs tickled him with their
tickle straws.
"Once upon a time," said Mr. Frog.
"Tickle lilni! Tickle hlnf!" he cried to
the frosrs. "There was a man."
"lie! he! he! hi! 111! hi!" laughed Mr.

Shake.

"He lived in a little red house," said
Mr. Frog. "Tickle him! Tickle hiin!"
"Ho! ho! ho! hu! hu! hu!" laughed
Mr. Snake.
"On a hill." said Mr. Frost. "Tickle
him! Tickle him!"
"HI! he! ho! ho! hi! he!" laughed Mr.

J.

(Slai.y

not freely absorbed either by the
yellow or by the blue pigment. The
yellow pigment removes the greater
part of the blue. Indigo and violet rays;
the blue pigment removes the greater
part of the red. orange and yellow.
Thus the light that finally escapes Is

mainly green.—Longman's Magazine.
Clothe· tod Heat.

When

we

speak of

warm

or

cool

we use as absolute
metaphor
when we talk of the huu going down
Clothes
or the "rosy lingered tlawn."
can communicate neither heat nor cold
to the body. Fur is not wnrm nor lin-

clothing

a

as

en

cool, except

as

they

serre as con-

ductors for the heat generated by the
body itself. Fur and wool are excellent nonconductors of heat—that Is,
they do not allow the heat of the body
to escape'so easily as some other materials—and the reason why fur is one
of the poorest conductors of heat is
not, as might be supposed, so much be-

of its thickness and weight as
because of the air which is mingled
with or confined between its fibers,
confined air being one of the most effectual nonconductors of heat known.
cause

Wedding.
Besides bridesmaids there are bridesmen, these lutter being obliged to present the bridesmaids with sweetmeats.
A personage follows the procession
bearing an elegantly mounted picture
of Christ In gold and silver, which Is
stationed against the altar. The bridesmaids do not all dress alike, and their
number is unlimited. The bride's old
nurse superintends the removal of the
dowry from the bride's home to that
of her future husband and Is a most
Important member on the day of the
wedding. A witness, a connection of
the
pays the priest's fees, and
A Rnaalan

I

Giant Hetties.

frightful

weeks. But even these are mMk and
water nettles by comparison with the
Urtlca urentleslma, which grows In
Timor, where it bears the significant
title of Daoun setan, or devil's leaf.
The effects of its sting last for a year
and have often produced death.

The

through

The First Telegraph.
communication
actual
first
an electrical circuit was made

of

CITY.
TM« CfHTAUA COMPANY, TT MURRAY ITPHT, NCW ίβΜ

■

M

and Pictures,

ATTENTION FARMERS!

Mats, Mirrors

The Oxford Democrat

Mouldings s,JL

&

High Gradg Portrait

AND

^

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

Work

FOR ONE YEAR

in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

FOR

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
C85IO<HXHX<MXHXHXI< OSSOKlÛOOOfiSCfiCÉOfiOeÉûûaOQOOGO

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

Nasal

CATARRH

Wide=Awake
Farmer

In ail lie etaçee there
(bouij be clcauliuess.

Ely's Cream Balm

the diseased membrane.
It enreecatarrh and drives
may β cold In tho head

subscribe for a

quickly.

Good Local

over

Weekly Newspaper

Cream Balm is placed Into the noetrile, Spread·,
the mcmbrano and it absorbed. Relief 1» immediulo sud α cure follows. It Is not drying—doe»
not produce sneezing. Large Size, SO cents at Drug·
ςίίts or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BHOTHERS, 66 Warren Street, New York.

to keep him in touch with tlie
doings of his neighbors, and all
items of interest to himself and

family.

CH4IVDLER,

Builders' Finish I
J will furnish DOORS ami WINDOWS of any
Stze or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames.
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Outside work, send In your orders. Pine Lum
!>cr and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,

w.

household.

Any

er

$

the largest possible
with
profits from tbe farm, and memspecial matter for every
ber of his family.

securing

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,
will post you every week on all
of
important agricultural topics
the day, and show you how to
make money from the farm.

sending

us

the

One Year For $1.75.
°

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
South Paris, Maine.

£

&

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
case, Pease piano, 7} octave, almost new,

great trade.

to give him tbe experience of
advanced
the
others in all
and
improvements
methods
which are an invaluablo aid in

CUT THIS OUT===SEND TO-DAY

I have large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.
a

One walnut case Toole piano, almost
new, for $900, worth I250.
One second hand Ivors & Pond piano,
walnut case, for $950, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a

person

High-Class

Agricultural Weekly

the Democrat andTribune Farm=

Maire

forties.

your

NEEDS

A

money with the order can secure

CHANDLER,

Vest Sumnet

supply

wants for county news and prove
a
welcome visitor in
every

I1

and Job Work.

admirably

will

I1

Matched Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

K,

Farmer

who is interested in the news of
Paris anil Oxford County should

cleanses,soothes and heals

E. W.

Every
Up=to=Date

Every

110

you

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
Oxford
will please send to the address below The

Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One Year:

|

Send Democrat to.

Send Farmer to.

I

One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost new, for $55.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
«tops, in nice condition, for $45.
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
family,
walnut case, never been hurt,
a
octave,
with
each
of
assistants,
the number
that coel 1125, for $65.
is
often
separate duty allotted him,
One second hand square piano, a nice I
great.
one, for $115, worth $140.
The giants of the nettle family are,
first, the Urtlca stimulans and Urtlca
crenulata of the East Indies, species
whose attack upon oue's hand is sufficient to cause the arm to swell with a
most
pain, which lasts for

Signature

ALWAYS

In Use For Over 30 Years.

I

Picture Frames

1

Is

Beare the

■

a

worms

abletomclftberearcnoworm*. SScmdruf»i»u.
PIÎ. J. F. TKt'E A: CO., Auburn. M».

that he went Into regular
spasms of laughter, twisting up Into
knots and squirming around 011 the
ground until lie gut tied up so that be
was simply choked to death.
AH of which shows that you should
never let any one tickle you when he
Is telling a funny story.—Detroit Jour-

produced Is not a mixture of blue and
yellow colors. It is the one color which

CASTORIA

LISCOMB, Agent,
Franklin W harf,

Elixir
Dr. True's
If thryeitjt,aiul prove valu·
will c.tpel

straws

mixed in certain proportions
produce various kinds of green. If
yellow and blue pigments be mixed together with water, the green color

GENUINE

as

rluldri'u nro troubled with iviimii.
anil treated lor sviiietlunK elfe. A few doer* of

Snake.
"And set flre to the house." said Mr.
Frog. "Tickle him! Tickle him!"
"Ilahaha! liahaha! hahahi!" laughed
Mr. Snake.
"And the man put out the tire with
a
bucket of soup," said Mr. Frog.
"Tickle him! Tickle him!"
Now. tills was so absolutely funny to
Mr. Snake and the frogs Jabbed him
so fiercely in the ribs with their tickle

yellow

low

Worms? The Kind You Haïe Always Bought

lightning hug flew in the
window," said Mr. Frog. "Tickle him!
"Hlyi! h lye! hlyl!" laughed Mr.

Color Senaatfona.
The three primary color sensations
are considered to 1κ> red, green and vioCertain mixtures of violet and
let.
green produce a blue. Ited and green
alsu give a yellow, but It Is important to observe that these are primary color Herniations and not primary
colors, though the expression "lights of
primary colors" is admissible, for it is
commonly imagined that the blue and

as

Portland, Me

Snake.
"And a

mi

F.

always

Signed

NOTE.

may be sent to different
addresses if desired

The

Papers

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

Wheeler,

J.

W.

rill'ίνα*

η lock,

Itlnltic

PnrU,

A. W. Walker & Son,

QUAKER RANGE

Dealers in

ICE, COAL,
LIME, CEMENT
—

ALSO

Cement sidewalks made :n iS nd
24 inch squares for $1.00 per square
yard. Cements steps made to order.
South Paris, Maine.

Wanted.

First five years of St. Nicholas Magasine bound or unbound in good con-

iiUon. Address, giving price,

EDWARD L. PARRIS, Jb.,
Paris, Me.

For Sale.
good young

A number of

cows,

milch. One pair
nearly
}f tteers, fancy matched, white faces,
Shurtleff A Co.
all handy.
)ne and one-half years old,
"Cheer up,
What Bothered Him.
horse,
One
weight
shotes.
Pour
HONKY ANGEL CAKE.
■aid the minister; you'll see your three
or douMo Cause For Worry.
single
hundred,
CURED.
îleven
good
THOUSANDS
a
and
wive· in heaven."
Beat op the yolks of five eggs
Mrs. de Firm—I tremble to think of ble. One good box heater. Call on
DeWitt'a Witch Hazel Salve has cured
"Parson," gasped the man, "that's capful of honey, then whip the whites
that young
oor daughter marrying
"I
Piles.
of
flour.
of
of
cases
me!"
bought
thousand·
3r address,
just what's bothering
stiffly and fold in one cupful
his mother and
he
orders
on
Hazel
Salve
man.
Why,
as
Witch
as
a box of DeWitt's
A. J. PENLEY.
lightly
Combine the two sections
were slave·.
If
so
as
about
our
mixof
they
tne
for
■later
reoommendation
the
druggist,"
possible, using a wire spoon
'Taint no use to sit down and whine,
dear.
ing, and flavor with a teaspoonful of write· C. H. LaCroix, of Zavalla, Tex., Mr. de Firm—Don't worry, my
When no fish get tangled in your line;
The cake should be baked "and need it for a stubborn case of Piles. Be won't order our daughter about
vanilla.
Bate your hook with a bumble bee,
minâtes Is It oared me pemanentlj." Sold by V. mort than once, ifce take· after too.
àndkeep on taking Rooky Mountata Tea. quickly in a hotpyen—ten
A. Shortleff è Co.
tne time allowed.—New Idea.
Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff A Oo.

including

two new

IWfalMUrfc^OOM||llC^
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Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups* It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic* It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, Boston,
daily except Sunday, at 7 p. M.

Freight

and Children—Experience against Experiment*

What is CASTORIA

REDUCED RATES.
....

^ΧνΝΝΛΧΝΧ\\\\\.'

Experiments

Portland Division.

Stn'erooius,

^ ν

The Kind Υοα Have Always Bought» and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one todeceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and"Just-as-good "nre l>ut
that trifle with and endanger the health of

System

Portland to Boston,

Vv\\\·. ·\^·'·

iyzrasaaBEsssiBs

Mm Steamship Company.

In 1787, when Lamond, a French phiA self-made man advertises his weak· losopher, placed two electrical maSOUTHERN RICE CAKES WITH HONEY.
η ess when he marries a tailor-made chines in different rooms in his house
Boil a cupful of rice till soft and flaky;
woman.
and connected them by wire. He
mix with half a cupful of flour, a little
agreed with his wife that the movesalt, a tableepoonful of melted butter,
ments of little pith balls should be
two eggs well beaten, tbrfce tablespoonMittin.
Important to
to mean certain letters and
fuls of toney, and enough milk to make
9—mh* carefully every bottle of CABT0RÏA, understood
Beat until light, bake
a thick batter.
manner carried on regular conthis
In
and
a safe and nre νnedy for infants
ehUdno,
on the gridle or drop on tin sheets and
versation.
and ate that It
Serve honey with
bake in the oven.
cakes.
these
Mot la HI* Line.
HONEY ICE-CREAM.
"What la this?" asked Mr. Near,
stopping a moment at the novelty
la UM For Over SO Tear·.
To three well-beaten eggs add a cupDm Kind Tea Bave Always Boogbt counter.
ful of hon»y and a teaspoonful of butter;
of a quart of
"This Is a handy little arrangement
pour over this two-thirds
hot milk, stirring constantly; cook till it
for carrying your loose change," said
Fond Father—Heaven bless yon, sir, the salesman, proceeding to show him
coats the spoon, and beat until cool; add
a cupfnl of cream whipped stiff and for rescuing my daughter from a watery
a new style of coin bolder.
stiff. When serving grave! Think of the risk yon rani
freeze until
"Looee change? I never have any,"
Life Saver—No risk at all, air; I'm
the cream, pass not honey with finely
remarked Mr. Near, passing on.
married.
chopped nut meat in it.

^

CASTOR ΙΑ

"] have tried many kind· οf
medicine· for headache and
bilious affection·, and con alder the True 'L. F.' Atwood'·
Bitter· the best of all, especially for ceneral debility. I
have received great benefit
from Its use, and therefor·
give you thla testimonial."— I
W. Tho*ntom, ChairmanS·- \
lectmen, Chestervllle. Main· I

A
Wonderful
Medlolne

^\NNNSV$*fc^\\\V»ilι

*ν·>Α

Relieves tho0istrsss of Wuk
Digestion, Purifies the Blood
and Clear· the Brain

layer-cake,

"You

fmmtt* hy PRICE CEREAL FOOD COMPANY,

Little

the dealer.
"Not for a drawing room," announcthe woman conclusively. "You
ed
couldn't have.a cow In a drawing
room!"

into'

11

Λο ΛηΙπ»! Story Per

picture for my drawing room."
"But It's a beautiful thing," ventured

of "small" hominy in
J.
salted water to coverabout an hour) remove
froni the fire, add a tablespoonful of butter, half a tablespoonful of sugar, a small
MASONIO BLOCK,
cupful of thick cream, a few drops of vaFind the names of two birds.
nilla and a pinch of powdered cinnamon. response:
Tribune.
York
—New
NORWAY.
Turn at once into a large shallow bakingTelephone Connection.
"Then tell me your mother's name,"
pan and allow it to become cold and firm
said the teacher kindly.
again
Catalogues sent on application.
No. 887.—Dlniconal.
then with a round cutter stamp it
"I never hat no mudder neither."
word
of
last
the
letter
the
tlrst
I
From
buttered
the
on
State·*
for
these
neat circles; arrange
In the District Court of the United
answered the little child seriously. "I
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
to the last letter of the first word the layer-cake pans, heaping in the center of
was born off my gran'mudder."— Llp1 η the matter of
Ϊ
of
thick
a
cranberry
diagonal will name an elegluc poeiu by each tablespoonful
CHARLES H. GILBERT,
sauce; cover with a meringue made from plncott's.
Tennyson.
Individually and as a mem·!.,,
Rl._k
ln
the whites of two eggs whipped with two
lier of the copartnership of |
Each word contains ten letters.
NOTICE.
Gilbert Brother» of Canton,
Grasping the Situation.
of powdered sugar, and
a deci- tablespoonfuls
of
The
1.
system
Crosswords:
J
I
Bankrupt.
The subecrilier· hereby give noUce that they
bake for five minutes in a quick oven,
"I want to see the uiuu of the bouse,"
have been <luly appointent executor* of the last |
To the creilltore of Charles U. Gilbert ln the
mal currency. '2. Pertaining to a deserve with a rich custard sauce.
said the fakir to tlie red hatred lady
will and testament of
County of < >xford and district aforesaid:
3. The act of declining. 4. To
mon.
RKl'KL ϋ. MOl'LTOS, late of Sweden,
Notice 1» hereby given that on the 19th dav of
who opened the door.
CRANUERRY WATEH-ICE.
ϋ.
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons | Nov
A. 1>. 1904, the said Charte* H. Gilbert deprive of color.
5. Heeornlngly.
"Do you want to see the man of the
having demande against the estate of said de· was duly abjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrst
and
a cupful of
water
of
a
off.
Boil
of
The
act
7.
cupful
plucking
rcaiH-'l are desired to present the name for nettle- meeting of hie creditors will be held at the Slanderous.
house or the l>oss of the house?" Init
then
soft-ball
the
to
pour
stage,
to
are
the
7th
Earnest
sugar
requested
meat, and all Indebted thereto
| I'ourt House, ln SouthD. Parte, aton 10 o'clock 8. The act of diminishing. 9.
the stiffly beaten whites of quired the latter, with energy.
1904,
make payment Immediately.
lay of l>ecember, Α.
10. The act of slowly on
and solemn entreaty.
HAPPY L. MOULTON.
at which time the maid
In the forenoon,
"I guess It's you I want to see,
stirring constantly. Add a
three'eggs,
W1LBUK D. MOl'LTON.
So*. 15th, IaX.
red 1 to re
may attend, prove their daims, Inviting.
pint of cranberry sirup, to which has lcddy," responded the fakir, with quick
ippolnt a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
been added a tablespoonfyl of gelatine apprehension.—Philadelphia Bulletin.
tnd transact such other business as may
No. ÎI5H.—Definition·.
Turn
properly come before said meeting.
IX(LAIM£D DEPOSIT*»
dissolved in a little cold water.
If I meut clin—ι Jenerous.
South Paris, November il, 1904.
into the freezer and when cold freeze in
Drnmatlc.
IN TI1K
GEO. A. WILSON,
An
intercessor.
I met a rod
Referee ln Bankruptcy.
the usual manner, repacking in ice and
Λ man applied for uu engagement at
hours
before
two
for
salt
rock
using.
An I'nkumlllar Article.
a theuter.
NOTICE OF SALE.
Serve in small sherbet glasses and gar"Oh,
"I inclose you u newspaper cutting,"
South Paris, Maine.
a sine qua non?"
what's
'Ta,
cherries.
candied
Honorable
a
few
the
with
license
from
nish
PCRSl'ANT to a
he wrote, "to show you that I have
•Judge of Probate, for the County of Oxfard, 1 pshaw! don't ask me. I ain't had my
The following statement contains the name, -hall sell at
SANDWICHES.
on
the
twentvfourth
CRANBERRY
auction
public
automobile loug enough yet to learn
the amount standing to his credit, the last known
aptitude fjr the stage." The cutting
lay of December, A. D. l'JW, at eleven o'clock In
Butter thin slices of whole-wheat bread was as follows: "The prisoner, who
residence or post office address and the fact of the
forenoon, on the premises, all the right, title about all those technical names yet."—
South
In
the
If
known,
of
a
death.
every depositor
and spread with the following: Turn
and Interest which George H. Rrlggs, late of
denied the assault, conducted bis own
Paris Saving» Kank, who has not made a deposit, I'arls, In said County, deceased, had ln and to Chicago Record-Herald.
glass of cranberry jelly into a bowl and case niul defended himself in a manor with lrawu any part thereof, or any part of the
described real estate, vli.; The
following
a
tablesilver
fork, adding
beat with a
the dividends thereon, for a period of more than homestead farm,-where said deceased last dwelt,
Λ UciieHt of Itlrhn.
somewhat dramatic."
a» years next preceding November 1, ltttt, and le situated In »ald Paris, on both sides of the road
spoonful of minced celery, a cupful of ner
not known to the treasurer to be living.
His Wife I hear that your new paa little orange-juice;
and
leading from West Paris to Trap Corner, so-callchicken
chopped
to
of
The
sale
be
a
to
ed. Subject
mortgage.
A HEAVY LOAD.
tient is very rich.
cover with another slice of bread and with
_j
the equity of redemption.
jj
3^?
«ι,?
Dated this -let dav of November. 1904.
To lift that load off of the stomach
Physician—Sh! lie is so rich that 1 a sharp knife cut into triangles. Arrange
JAMES S. WRIGHT. Admr.
a hem-£
-s
take Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. It digests
gave the mustard plaster I placed on ( them on a platter covered with
stitched doily, garnishing with bunches what you eat. Sour stomach, belchiog,
his back a Latin name.
NOTICE.
vi£
disorders of the
of crisp watercress.—New Idea.
Β 5®
* 5V·
m
gas on stomach and all
The subscriber hereby gives notice thU he I
ZZS
v.—
stomach that are curable, are instantly
The MitiKtttlnK Clrenmiitance.
ias been duly appointed administrator of the
Recipes.
Honey
Dec. 31,W74, » 4 67 estate of
Clara L. Mixer,
relieved and permanently cured by the
"Ikm't you hate to see people throw
103.01
ALBERT L SOI'LE, late of Oxford,
Sophia and Geo. Lapham, Jan. 23, InSJ,
Honey should be kept in a warm, dry use of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. S. P.
"Yes. The only
Louise P. Gurnev,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and away their money?"
not
place. A good hot temperature will
Storrs, a druggist at 297 Main Street,
Dec. IS. 1»·.',
W. Medford,
<lven bonds a- the law directs. All persons
that would reconcile me to the hurt it. Where salt will keep dry in the
"Kodol
of said de- thing
New Britain, Conn.,
says:
1 hereby certify that the above statement 1» iiavlng demands against the estate
it
to
a
setbe
chance
for
same
would
the
to
pick
in
the
hot
attic
eased are desired
present
kitchen cupboard or up
spectacle
true to my best knowledge ami belief.
Dyspepsia Cure is giving such universal
tlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
if
G Ko KG Κ M. AT WOOD, Treasurer.
and
next' the roof are excellent places,
satisfaction and is so surely becoming
up"
to make payment Immediately.
Not. 10. 1MM.
it gets enough heat through the summer the positive relief and subsequent cure
TRUMAN B. SOl'LE.
Nov. 15th, 1904.
Key to the Pnasler.
it will stand the freezing of winter. Dur- for this distressing ailment, I feel that I
NOTICE.
No. 842 —Word Puzzle: Prone, crony. |
ing cold weather, honey has a tendency am always sure to satisfy and gratify
Ttoi subscriber hereby gives notice that he I Front, drone.
Fancy, lance.
to change from its original beautiful my customers by recommending it to
ha· nlen duly appointed administrator of the
1. liquid transparency to a white, half solid, them. I write this to show how well
Proverbs:
Familiar
343.
No.
estate of
are worse, sometimes, than none.
AMELIA A. PAINE, late of Canton,
Pride goeth before a fall. 2. There's granular condition. When it reaches this the remedy is spoken of here." Kodol
of Oxford, deceased, and given
after
In Uie
state bee-keepers call it "candied.*1 Its Dyspepsia Cure was discovered
a slip 'twist the cup and lip.
nature's warning. bonds County
many
Don't
AU
directs.
law
having
as the
persons
candied conditioned is not an evidence years of scientific experiments and will
344.- Double Acrostic: Primals
temands against the estate of said deceased are
No.
its purity, but rather the con- positively cure all stomach troubles.
If your eyes tire, they call for
leslred to present the same for settlement, and
Finals—Winter's Tale. against
Shakesj>eare.
all Indebted thereto are requested to make paytrary, for adulterated honey is far less Sold by F. A. Shuttle® A Co.
A few simple tests with modern ment Immediately.
2. Haggal.
Crosswords 1. Shadow.
likely to candy or granulate. Some peoORSON L. PAINE.
Nov. 15th, 1904.
β.
5. Entire,
3. Action. 4. Kniftht.
instruments reveal the exact condiTom—Don't you think Miss Chatterple, however, prefer the honey in its
9.
AfEnlist.
8.
Petals.
NOTICE.
7.
Slower.
more liquid state, and if this is desired ton has rather an expressive chin?
tion of your eyesight.
of
hot
in
a
of
The subscrllier hereby gives notice that he has I rica.
the
bowl
11
set
pan
10. Recoil.
Europe.
honey
Jack—you have said it. She certainly
b'-en duly appointed administrator of the
Don't neglect your most
If heated above 160 degrees does work it overtime.
2. water.
No. 345.—Triangle: 1. Chair.
estate of
there is danger of spoiling the color and
MARY S. GRAY, late of Denmark,
tand sense.
Hymn. 3. Amy. 4. In. 5. R.
ln the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
of ruining the delicate flavor.
MOTHERS PRAISE IT.
Verse:
340.
No.
Llpe,
Anagram
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
If the nujritive qualities of honey were
Mothers everywhere praise One Minute
demands against the estate of said deceased are slips, care, speak, speak, where.
better known, it would be used oftener
leslred to present the same for settlement, and
Cough Cure for the sufferings it has reNo. 347.—Our Trip: Slam, Cuba, Den- than it
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
is, in its various dainty dishes. It lieved and the lives of their little ones it
PRACTICAL
nent Immediately.
Servia.
mark, Persia,
is a well-known fact that starch and has saved. A certain cure for coughs,
South Paris. Nov. 15th, 1904.CHARLES O. PENDEXTER.
No. 348.—Jumbled Names: 1. Ru- sugar must undergo a digestive change
6 Pleasant
A. L.
croup and whooping cough.
dolph. 2. Frances. 3. Dorothy. 4. before they can be assimilated, but in Spafford, Postmaster, of Chester, Mich.,
exa
NOTICE.
unconscious
honey this change, to considerable
Marlon. 5. Lucy.
says: "Our little girl was
The subscriber herebv gives notice that she I
tent, bas been made by the bees, and for from strangulation during a sudden and
No. 341).—Diamonds:
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
is
to
reason
that
assimilate,
easy
honey
terrible attack of croup. One Minute
Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hem- estate of
II.
L
is concentrated and furnishes the same
ADDISON TIRRELL, late of Paris,
lock and Poplar, delivered on care at
Cough Cure quickly relieved and cured
ο
as
and
and
starch
■
nutrition
deceased,
of
of
given
In
the
Oxford,
elements
County
her and I cannot praise it too highly."
any H. K. Station from Pownal to Bethel, 1 >onds as the law directe. AH persons having
OFT
GAG
sugar, imparting warmth and energy.
One Minute Cough Cure relieves coughs,
the coming year.
demauds against the estate of said decease*t are
RAFTS
and
IILON
desired to present the same for settlement,
E. W. PEVLEY, West Paris.
makes breathing easy, cuts out phlegm,
HONEY CUSTARD.
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payOFFICIE
out inflammation, and removes
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
I A I I Β V Τ
draws
add
while
beating
Beat up two eggs and
ment Immediately.
RACKH
cause of a cough and strain on
Τ A Β L Κ
NETTIE P. TIRRELL. |
every
May 30, 1904.
Nov. 15th, 1904.
of
strained
four tablespoonfuls
honey.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
ΒΙΟ
MUG
Over this pour a pint of hot milk, fill wet lungs.
Β
in
Τ
full
and
bake
two-thirds
custard cups
"Is your daughter learning to play the
Να 350—Positives and Compara- the oven for thirty minutes. When cold
"I hope so," answered Mr.
out on pretty glass piano?"
custards
the
turn
tives: Limb, limber. Let, letter. Lack, |
it doesn't sound like it to
and surround with
whipped Cumrox, "but
dishes,
lacquer.
The more natural diet is more palatable, invigorating and strengthening to body and
For a touch of color fleck with me."
cream.
mind—right to the contrary with unatural, improperly prepared food, which stunts
bits of red jelly. This custard mixture
COMPLEXION.
Rushvillk, Ind.
the growth, dwarfs the mind, causes a lack of will power, and steadiness of nerve.
Use with
is suitable for a pie filling.
Messrs. Ely Bros.:—I have been a
"Sparkling eyes and rosy cheeks reNo doubt that fifty per cent of the failures in life can be traced to improper diet
with
browned
chop- great sufferer from catarrh and hay
stored by using DeWitt's Little Early puff paste, sprinkle
when young.
then top with a meringue.
Fever and tried many things, but found
Risers," so writes S. P. Moore, of Na- ped almonde,
It in
cogdoches, Tex. A certain cure for HONEY SANDWICHES FOR AFTERNOON no permanent relief until I found
Small
biliousness, constipation, etc.
Ely's Cream Balm about eight years
TEAS.
friends ever
ago, and we have been fast
pill—easy to take—easy to act. Sold by
These are in vogue as something new. since.
Rev. R. M. Bentley.
P. A. Shurtleff & Co.
two
white
of
slices
bread,
Butter three
Messrs. Ely Bros.—Find enclosed 50
then dark on top
Father (who has been called upon in of graham. Lay light
cents, for which please send me your
Press careanother
one
«f
alternately.
Cream Balm. I find your remedy the
the city and asked for his daughter's
Then cut in pieces, slicand most permanent cure for
quickest,
hand)—Louise, do you know what a fullyittogether.
down as you would
ing
cold in the bead, catarrh, etc.
solemn thing it is to be married?
an inch wide.
Separate the sandTours truly,
Louise—Oh, yes, pa; but it's a good half
wich and drop in a little honey between
Dell M. Potter.
deal more solemn being single.
The
slices and press together again.
Gen. Mgr. Arizona Gold Mining Co.
Mrs.
honey should not ooze out.

Supplies.

i

I

1

wjîi>

large sj>eeles of deer.
small, sharp toothed animal.
bird which prefers darkness to

10. An amphibious animal
ver)* valuable skin.

blacksnilth'â shop in the dining room!"
said she hystericus/. "You can't ex-

A Tow» of Violin Maker*.
The ouly place In the world where
Butter small timbale molds and sprln™em
chopped almonds, half-fill- violin making may be said to constiing them with brioche paste; allow the tute the staple industry is Murkueupaste to nee even with the top of the klrclien, In Saxony, with its numerous
molds and bake twenty minutes in a hot surrounding villages. There are altooven.
Cutoff the top of each savarin
gether about 15.000 people In this disand pour over a thick cranberry sirup,
trict engaged exclusively in the manusufficient
absorb
sirup
the
cakcs
letting
The inhabitants,
facture of violins.
to moisten them well and yet not enough
to the
Serve hot with from the small boy and girl
to lose their shape.
wrinkled, gray headed veteran and the
cream.
sweetened

benet of burden used In eastern

daylight.

Ho Place For the Cow.
A young woman of great, perhaps
too great, sensibility begged to be excused from visiting an aunt who lived
In an old fnshioned house where pictures of η certain period rçfre in evidence. "There is au engraving of a

nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
The

to remove as
on

they

are

without bolts.
50 cts.Down

,nd

50 cts.. w..k .1

Variety Store, Norway.

put

